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This thesis comprises work on three different projects in nonlinear optics. Those are
the second order conductivity of graphene, plasmon enhanced four-wave mixing in
graphene and intensity dependent differential reflection of ITO.
The second order conductivity of graphene has been a contentious area for some
time as, in a centro-symmetric material like graphene, one would expect no response
within the dipole approximation. As experiments have shown strong second or-
der signals for graphene, the field has sought explanations outwith the dipole ap-
proximation to explain the results. However, there has not been a consensus that
agrees with experiments. Here we derive the second order conductivity of graphene
through perturbation theory and, agreeing that this result cannot account for ob-
served responses, seek alternate explanations for second order signals observed in
experiment. This work concludes with the presentation of a photothermal model,
based on the Seebeck effect, that predicts response two order of magnitude higher
than the results of perturbation theory. This work provides a very promising first
step to advancing the understanding the discrepancy between theory and experi-
ment for second order nonlinear effects in graphene.
Graphene is predicted to have large third order nonlinear effects due to its linear
band structure in the vicinity of the Dirac points. This work presents a detailed study
into the possibility of plasmon enhanced resonant cascaded four-wave mixing. An
experimental setup is designed such that a four-wave mixing signal is generated
from a graphene sheet and the DFG mode of the same incident beams can couple to
the surface plasmon polariton in graphene through a difference frequency genera-
tion interaction. This work shows that the signal from a cascaded effect is not strong
enough to contribute significantly to the wavemixing signal observed. This implies
vthat the enhancement of electric field at the plasmon resonance is not sufficient to
overcome the inherent weakness of multiple second order processes in graphene.
Indium tin oxide (ITO) has recently been identified as a high promising nonlinear
material, in particular for use optical switching devices, where the reflectance of
one beam is changed through intensity of itself or another pump beam. This work
presents a new geometry that predicts and measures a change in reflectivity at a
glass-ITO-air interface larger than previously measured and for significantly smaller
intensities. Further to this finding, models are presented that reveal constraints to
the use of ITO as a nonlinear material. In particular, both the switching and pumping
of the ITO must occur on femtosecond timescales, at higher picosecond timescales
the strong electron-phonon coupling and high specific heat capacity of the lattice
prevent such effects being observed. This work provides an excellent platform for
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The field of two dimensional materials has stimulated a great deal of research in
a number of areas of physics. In particular, the first isolation of graphene with its
remarkable optical and electronic properties, has lead to many potential future ap-
plications being theorised. Whilst there are limitations to graphene, it is fair to say
that graphene instigated a field of research around it. The field is very broad in appli-
cations and properties, this work will focus on the combination of nonlinear optical
properties and plasmonics in two dimensional and thin film materials. Except for
comparisons, this thesis focuses on the materials of graphene and indium tin oxide.
The first area of investigation is the second order response of graphene relevant
to optical DFG experiments. There have been to date many theories attempting to
quantify the second order response of graphene, with most using a perturbative ap-
proach. However the theories published before this work indicate that the growing
consensus of this approach estimates a value that cannot explain the experimental
signals which have been observed to date. Therefore the work presented in this
thesis begins by investigating this discrepancy and identifying other possible expla-
nations beyond the established perturbative approach.
In the relevant experiments to date, extremely high field intensities have been
used to observe such typically weak non-linear effects. It is fully expected, and has
been demonstrated, that such pulses induce many photothermal effects in a mate-
rial such as graphene. Whilst many aspects of these effects have been quantified and
published, there has been little research on the effect on the nonlinearity of graphene.
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
This work presents the first quantified photothermal model of second order conduc-
tivity in graphene. Starting from an intensity pattern imprinted on a graphene sheet
from incident laser beams at oblique angles, the photothermal currents generated
from this intensity pattern are considered, along with the constructive interference
in the case of a plasmon resonance. The model produces an expected field that is two
orders of magnitude larger than that predicted by perturbation theory. Whilst this
is still smaller than the experimental observations there are, as discussed in Chapter
5, many difficult to quantify parameters that have not been accurately measured in
relevant experiments. This model provides a crucial first step to advancing under-
standing of the non-linear response of graphene.
Since the second order response of graphene has been experimentally established
as unexpectedly strong, it is natural to characterise the third order response as the
next step. Third order responses are expected to be stronger than second order ef-
fects in graphene because it is an allowed interaction in centrosymmetric materi-
als. However, if there is a significant second order contribution it is possible that
cascaded effects could provide a substantial contribution to the signals observed in
certain circumstances. A cascaded third order effect is one in which there are two
separate instances of second order interactions which lead to a third order signal
with an intermediate step. Whilst this effect is necessarily present, such effects are
usually extremely small due to the inherent weakness of each second order interac-
tion. However there has been some consideration given to the possibility that such
an effect could be enhanced if the intermediate step coupled to a resonant state.
Chapter 6 presents the results of an experimental investigation into this possi-
bility. The most distinguishing feature of this process would be a resonance in the
FWM signal when coupling to an enhanced intermediate state as opposed to a ‘vir-
tual’ state. For this experiment we use the plasmon resonance in graphene as the real
state that can be coupled to and all other non-phasematched oscillations of electrons
are ‘virtual’ states. Whilst a sweep across angles or wavelengths would achieve this
(as has been done in previous coupling experiments), this experiment provides a
more convenient scheme to investigate this by imaging the Fourier plane of a third
order signal. Further to this, Chapter 6 concludes by estimating the non-linear sus-
ceptibility of graphene, adding to the body of work already published on the size of
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different third or non-linear effects in graphene.
Chapter 7 details and investigation into the differential reflectivity of ITO. Using
a prism and a total internal reflection setup (see Section 4.3.1), this chapter both mod-
els and measures the changes in reflection due to and intense femtosecond pump
beam. The chapter also investigates the origins of the temperature dependent dif-
ferential reflection through a two temperature model, allowing for discussion on the
magnitude of the response on different timescales.
1.2 Thesis Structure
In order to follow the works presented in this thesis it is important to have some
grounding in plasmonics, nonlinear optics and 2D materials. Chapter 2 covers the
theoretical concepts and history of non-linear optics, plasmonics and Fourier optics,
this will enable the reader to follow the work and results presented later in this
thesis.
In addition to the concepts above, Chapter 3 discusses the 2D materials used
within this work. As 2D materials in general can vary greatly from sample to sample,
this chapter includes both the general theory of the 2D materials involved (graphene
and indium tin oxide), as well as data taken specific to the samples used in the later
chapters. As the properties of individual samples were not the point of investigation,
these are not considered results of this work.
Chapter 4 provides the details for how the experiments were carried out. This
includes details of homogenising the beam and the spatial patterning required for
the experiments, as well as alignment procedures. Additionally, Chapter 4 discusses
established theoretical methods for modelling data and interpreting results such as
the transfer matrix method and Fourier plane imaging decomposition.
Chapter 5 begins the original work conducted during this PhD. This chapter fo-
cuses on the theoretical derivation of second order conductivity in graphene. There
has been much controversy surrounding the second order response of graphene,
in particular, theoretical calculations have not always been consistent, and few have
provided reasonable agreement with the experimental observations. This chapter fo-
cuses on the work trying to understand this discrepancy. The second order response
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of graphene relevant to a DFG process is derived through perturbation theory and,
having identified and corrected errors in previous works, provides a comparison be-
tween the published theories and experimental works. Concluding that the results
of perturbation theory do not explain relevant experimental observations, Chapter
5 presents alternative explanations, modelling both an enhanced substrate response
and possible photothermal effects. This work identifies the Seebeck effect as a strong
possibility and the photothermal model established estimates a response that is sig-
nificantly higher than that from perturbation theory.
Chapter 6 presents a study of plasmon enhanced resonant FWM in graphene.
Here we discuss and investigate the possibility of a resonance in the third order
response of graphene when the intermediate difference frequency state is phase-
matched to the graphene plasmon, implying a cascaded process. This work also
provides an estimate for the third order susceptibility of graphene in both exfoliated
and chemical vapor deposition graphene.
Chapter 7 presents a study into the differential reflectivity of indium tin oxide
(ITO). ITO is an epsilon near zero (ENZ) material and, near the ENZ region, shows
large changes in the reflection of an incident pulse when changing the incident
power. This is a crucial step into creating an all-optical switch for communications.
Experimentally, this work focuses on the study of differential reflection near both
the ENZ point and the critical angle of a glass-ITO-air interface. As the results show
that the differential reflectivity is strongly dependent on pulse length, a theoretical
two temperature model is presented to account for this observation. This model is
extended to predict changes in plasma frequency and scattering rate.
This thesis concludes with Chapter 8, a summary of the work presented here as
well as ideas for future work. In particular, the directions one could take to extend





nonlinear optics is a very wide field, at its broadest, encompassing any effect where
the magnitude of the response is not linearly proportional to the electric field. Most
nonlinear effects of interest are super-linear, that is to say, proportional to a power
of electric field greater than one. This thesis concerns work regarding a variety of
super-linear effects in thin film media.
2.1.1 History of nonlinear optics
Usually, nonlinear optical effects are usually relatively weak compared to linear ones
of similar physical origin. Additionally, nonlinear effects tend to weaken with in-
creasing order. For example, the third harmonic of a field is generally stronger than
the fifth. With a higher dependence on the electric field, it is crucial that the electric
fields involved in such experiments are suitably high. For this reason there is very
little experimental work on nonlinear optics prior to the development of the laser by
Maiman [1] and Collins [2] simultaneously in 1960.
The field of nonlinear optics is generally considered to begin with the first ob-
servation of second harmonic generation in crystalline quartz by Franken [3]. This
work was enabled by the development of pulsed ruby lasers in the preceeding years
[1, 2], allowing for large electric fields. Franken [3] used a source of 694.3nm, ob-
serving the harmonic of 347.2nm, achieving electric fields as high as 105V/cm. This
was achieved with a modest 3J in a one milisecond pulse. From this point the areas
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of nonlinear optics and lasers have advanced together; the more powerful the laser,
the weaker and more exotic the effects that can be observed with that source.
In the beginning, nonlinear optics primarily revolved around harmonic genera-
tion, as this effect is relatively straight forward in nonlinear optics. Soon after [3],
there were observations of weak third harmonics [4], with stronger signals being
observed as the experiments were refined throughout the 1960s [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
Alongside this series of experiments exploring this new field, the development of a
theoretical framework that could predict the responses was crucial, and Armstrong
[11] and Bloembergen [12] were the first to explore this. The application of time
dependent perturbation theory yielded theoretical results for the nonlinear coeffi-
cients, particularly in the work of Sitz and Yaris [13] and Ward and New [10]. Time
dependent perturbation theory is still the base for many derivations of nonlinear re-
sponses today [14, 15, 16] although there are now many different approaches. How-
ever, as outlined in Chapter 5, there are experimental results that these theories do
not cover, giving cause to look into other origins for wave mixing signals in certain
circumstances [17, 18].
As mentioned above, the area of nonlinear optics has always been closely aligned
with the development of lasers. After the first experiments in nonlinear optics, sub-
sequent experiments soon required improvements in laser technology. A large step
forward for both fields was the development of the first optical parametric oscil-
lator laser (OPO) in 1965 by Giordmaine [19], and similar work by Akhmanov in
a soviet report of the time [20]. An optical parametric oscillator is one that allows
conversion of an incident pump photon of frequency ωp into two photons of lower
frequency designated signal (ωs) and idler (ωi), subject to conservation of energy
(ωp = ωs + ωi). Optical parametric oscillators are one example of a highly used
nonlinear process that has been well characterised and is crucial in modern physics.
Indeed the experiments detailed in this work utilise an OPO to provide a laser source
that can output a range of wavelengths. As the area expanded through the 1980s and
1990s, many optical effects were observed and put to use. Fainman comprehensively
reviewed the field as it stood in 1993 [21].
With lasers, spectroscopy and sensing being so crucial to a wide range of physics,
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nonlinear optics has become commonplace in today’s research. A particular high-
light is the exploitation of optical rectification to produce terahertz radiation. Optical
rectification is a process wherein a static polarisation can be produced from a time
dependent oscillating source. If the source is pulsed, then the static polarisation will
now develop a temporal oscillation on the scale of the laser pulse length, thus fem-
tosecond pulses produce terahertz radiation in such a system [22]. The process of
optical rectification is discussed more in Section 2.1.3 .
nonlinear optics are used in a wide variety of applications today including sen-
sors, data storage and information transfer [23]. With its ubiquitous use and great
potential, the field of nonlinear optics remains a high priority for investigation.
One such application, which also exploits thin film materials, is that of high har-
monic generation. High harmonics are a promising area [24, 25, 26, 27] as they can
give insight into ultrafast electron dynamics and investigate attosecond timescales
[28]. High harmonics is not a precise term, but generally range from 5th upwards.
Harmonics as high as the 25th order have been observed in bulk zinc oxide (ZnO)
crystals [29], and up the the 13th order in atomically thin molybdenum disulphide
(MoS2) [28]. Exploiting the high harmonics of materials, particularly atomically thin
ones, is highly desirable but must be preceded by a clear understanding of the un-
derlying physics of lower order harmonic generation within such materials. For
example, graphene has shown to be a material of great promise, but the theory be-
hind the nonlinear response still remains unclear at the second [17] and third [18]
order.
2.1.2 Basic mathematical treatment of nonlinear optics
For this work it is convenient to start from Ohm’s Law defined in the following way
~J = σ~E. (2.1)
This equation actually represents a small aspect of the interaction involved when an
electromagnetic (EM) field is incident on a material with a conductivity σ. In equa-
tion 2.1, only the linear conductivity has been included, giving a current response
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proportional to the incident intensity. If one were to include higher order interac-
tions the full equation would be described by the following:





Here the nth order conductivities, σ(n), represent tensors, each having different di-
mensions and different elements related to the particular material. Equation 2.2 only
includes one incident field, therefore the resultant fields will represent harmonics of
the incident field (or special cases such as optical rectification or the Kerr nonlinear-
ity discussed in Section 2.1.3). One can readily extend this interaction to multiple












Here σ(n)(ωc;ωa,ωb) here indicates that the nonlinearity will not be the same for
all processes of the same order n, and is dependent on both the input frequencies
(ωa,ωb) and the resulting frequency of the process (ωc). This formulation will be
used extensively in Chapter 5, where the mathematics of second order nonlinearity
in graphene is laid out. Whilst the maths can be trivially extended to more than two
fields, it becomes increasingly cumbersome without providing further insight and is
not relevant to this work.
2.1.3 Difference frequency generation
Difference frequency generation (DFG) was a natural extension to the harmonics
and sum frequencies observed in the infancy of nonlinear optics. Mathematically,
one can consider the complex conjugate of one of the fields to represent a difference
frequency interaction. In this case Equation 2.1.2 becomes,
~J = σ(2)(ωa −ωb;ωa,ωb)EaE∗b . (2.4)
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Equation 2.4 has been simplified as there are many more increasingly small con-
tributions to the second order response through high order ‘folded’ interactions. A
‘folded’ interaction is one in which a number of interaction fields cancel out their fre-
quency dependence, an example of which is optical rectification. In optical rectifica-
tion, a second order interaction gives rise to a static polarisation, which is equivalent
to a DFG interaction with a single input field. In this case, the field and its complex
conjugate mix, cancelling the time dependence and leading to a static polarisation
from a time dependent source. In a third order interaction, if two of the fields were
to cancel in such a way, the resultant oscillation frequency would be the same as
the remaining input field. Thus, one would observe a polarisation at the fundamen-
tal frequency based on a third order interaction. This effect appears as an intensity
dependent correction to the linear refractive index and is known as the Kerr effect.
Such folded interactions are generally very weak and provide little contribution to
the overall signal as is expected to be the case here.
Originally, DFG was proposed as a method to optically generate millimetre waves
[30] and there was soon experimental verification of the process generating mi-
crowave [31] and mid-infrared radiation [32]. These works highlight the exciting
potential of DFG that makes it so appealing, that is, the ability to optically generate
radiation of much longer wavelengths.
DFG has generally focused on the frequency of the field produced from the in-
teraction. Recently, however, groups have started exploiting the properties of the
wavevector associated with DFG (or other nonlinear wave-mixing process) [33, 34,
35]. The wavevector of a difference frequency interaction follows the same conserva-
tion principles as the frequency, that is, one would take the sum in a sum frequency
interaction and the difference in a difference frequency one. However, unlike the
frequency, the wavevector of a field can be positive or negative. In such a case one
can observe
~k1 −~k2 = |~k1|+ |~k2|,
assuming the wavevectors are solely in the same axis. This interaction would result
in a field with frequency ω1 − ω2 and wavevector |~k1|+ |~k2|, allowing for the gen-
eration of low frequency fields with extraordinarily high wavevectors. These low
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frequency, high momentum fields are crucial in plasmon excitation, particularly in
two dimensional (2D) systems where prism coupling is not possible [35] (see Section
2.3.4).
DFG is now commonplace within modern optics for generating infrared radia-
tion [36, 37, 38], and is also standard in OPO lasers. Even more applications have
been proposed such as producing a room temperature terahertz laser source [39], a
spectral region long devoid of efficient devices. With the current use, as well as pro-
posed extensions, difference frequency generation remains a highly relevant field of
study across a wide number of materials.
2.1.4 Four-wave mixing
Four-wave mixing (FWM) is a nonlinear process in which three input fields combine
to create a fourth, generally as a χ(3) process. The theory of FWM was extensively
studied in the late 1970s, in particular for imaging applications such as spatial con-
volution and correlation [40], beam time reversal and phase conjugation [41, 42, 43,
44] as well as extending the range of parametric oscillation [45]. The experimen-
tal viability of image reconstruction was demonstrated repeatedly [46, 47, 48], with
Liao the first to show backward wave generation in ruby [49]. Other materials such
as lithium niobate also showed promise soon after [50]. FWM also exhibited further
applications in spectroscopy, particularly high-frequency spectroscopy [51, 52], an
area that already exploited nonlinear principles [53].
FWM, much like DFG, has found much purpose within laser systems and am-
plifiers [54, 55], but still has potential to be explored including, crucially, plasmon
excitation [56, 33, 34, 35], as will be discussed in Section 2.3.4.
2.1.5 Visual representations of nonlinear wave-mixing processes
nonlinear optical processes are often represented on energy level diagrams as a sim-
ple visual aid to understanding. Figure 2.1 shows two simple second order processes
on an energy level diagram. Panel a represents a second harmonic generation pro-
cess, whereas Panel b represents a difference frequency process. Panel b provides
useful insight into the difference frequency process as it is observed that one photon
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FIGURE 2.1: Visual representations of two nonlinear processes. Panel
a is a second harmonic generation process. In this interaction two
photons of frequency ω1 combine to form a photon of frequency
ω2 = 2ω1. Panel b represents a difference frequency process. In this
diagram a photon of frequency ω2 breaks down into two photons of
frequency ω3 and ω4 subject to conservation of energy ω4 = ω2−ω3.
splits into two of lower frequency. From this we can explain the physical effect of the
low frequency beam having increased fluence in DFG experiments [35]. Whilst any
combination of ω3 and ω4 that satisfies conservation of energy is technically valid,
the presence of one frequency stimulates a singular pairing over all others. Thus, the
presence of ω3 stimulates the specific down-conversion of ω3 and ω4.
Additionally, these diagrams can be altered in subtle ways to illustrate differ-
ences in the way the process is observed. Figure 2.2 shows two different four-wave
mixing processes that result in the same frequency ω4, as a combination of three
incident frequencies. Here, the differences in the diagrams are used to highlight a
relevant intermediate energy level. Depending on the convention, Panel a might
represent a FWM process based on a single χ(3), whereas Panel b shows a two stage
process based on two separate χ(2). This two step process is termed cascaded [57,
58, 59].
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FIGURE 2.2: Figure showing two possible FWM configurations. Panel
a represents a conventional third order FWM interaction with a resul-
tant frequency of 2ω1−ω2. Panel b represents an interaction with the
same resultant frequency but involving an intermediate energy level
at ω1 − ω2. If the system resonates at the intermediate energy level
one would expect an enhancement in the overall process.
2.1.6 Intensity dependent reflectivity
Intensity dependent reflectivity is a crucial step in creating an all-optical switching
device. An all-optical switch allows one optical signal to control the intensity or
direction of either itself or another signal. Optical switching potentially has a huge
advantage over electronic switching due to low losses [60] and operating at shorter
timescales often limited only by material combination time [61].
Many nonlinear process can give rise to optical switching effects, for example
stimulated Brillouin zone scattering (BZS) can be used to increase an optical signal’s
intensity. However, the back-scattering of BZS is accompanied by a frequency shift
and limited by phonon lifetimes [62]. Whilst BZS is an example of optical switching,
increasing the fluence, as is common for BZS, is not always the goal. For many appli-
cations the desire is to recreate a binary signal with a high low state, as is observed
in voltage for electronic signals. A switch that could reduce a signal to such an ex-
tent that one could register ‘on’ and ‘off’ states would replicate this behaviour. For
example if one could decrease the reflection by 99%, one could sufficiently measure
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this as an ‘off’ signal, enabling binary coding. As much of today’s communications
moves towards fibre optic communication, efficient optical switching is highly de-
sirable for ease of integration as well as the aforementioned advantages of lower loss
and faster switching times [63].
When refractive indices are intensity dependent, one will observe a change in
the reflectivity of a sample, as such the Kerr nonlinearity is an effective method of
optical switching. This method was first demonstrated in an optical fibre by Park
in 1988 [64], but now has many developed systems [65] including response times
as low as 210 f s [66]. The origin of the Kerr effect is a third order (χ(3)) interaction,
however, similar changes to refractive indices can also arise from changes to the
plasma frequency [67].
A large proportion of optical switching devices rely on resonators [61, 68] and
cavities [69, 70, 71], however a single material exhibiting such properties would be
highly desirable. One of the most exciting recent works was conducted by Alam in
2016 [67]. Alam showed that indium tin oxide (ITO), a highly promising nonlinear
thin film material, exhibited extraordinary changes in reflectivity around its epsilon
near zero (ENZ) point. ENZ materials are ones which have a region of their disper-
sion where the real part of the permittivity is extremely close to zero. In these regions






assuming a relative permeability of 1. In the work of Alam [67], the observed change
in the refractive index was attributed to a red shift in the plasma frequency. This
work has great potential for extension at different wavelengths and high wavevector
excitation as discussed in Chapter 7.
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2.2 Drude model
The Drude model was first proposed by Paul Drude in 1900 [72, 73]. Drude was
attempting to explain the behaviour of electrons within a metal under an electric
field. Drude applied a relatively simple model of negatively charged electrons mov-
ing and interacting only with larger positive ion cores, ignoring electron-electron
interactions.
2.2.1 Derivation
The derivation for the most simplified one dimensional Drude model begins with





Here E is the magnitude of the electric field in the x direction. One assumes that both
the electric field and position x have time dependence of e−iωt, therefore
−mω2x = −eE
⇒ x = eE
mω2
.
When an electron is displaced from equilibrium, one observes a dipole. The polari-
sation of an individual dipole is −ex, and for a collective system of n such dipoles
p = −nex. (2.5)
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One can make this model more realistic by including a Drude damping term γ, gen-




This simple model have shown to be incredibly robust over the years. However
there have been significant extensions to the theory presented by Drude. In 1905
Lorentz [74] extended the model to include multiple resonances (such as phonons)
which affect the permittivity. Today, Drude’s model, and its extensions, form the
basis for understanding the permittivities of metallic materials [75].
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2.3 Plasmonics
Today, the terms plasmon and their related quasiparticles (such as surface plasmons
and surface plasmon polaritons) are often treated as interchangeable, even though
they describe distinct phenomena. Plasmons are quantized oscillations of electrons
within a material under a collective response, and can therefore be considered as a
quasi-particle within the medium. Bulk plasmons are oscillations within a 3D ma-
terial and exhibit longitudinal wave dynamics (the oscillation is in the direction of
propagation). As such they cannot be excited by light, which is a transverse wave.
Therefore, bulk plasmons are generally excited by the losses of fast electrons travel-
ling through a medium [76, 77, 78].
Surface plasmons are collective oscillations occurring at interfaces and thus do
not experience the third dimension as a bulk plasmon would. Surface plasmon po-
laritons (SPPs) are coupled modes of a surface plasmon resonance with a photonic
mode. This coupling is allowed because a photon incident at an angle to a surface
can generate a longitudinal wave component parallel to the surface, providing it
exhibits transverse magnetic (TM, also known as p-type) polarisation. This longitu-
dinal component can match the frequency and wavevector of the surface plasmon
resonance. For this reason transverse electric (TE, also known as s-type) light cannot
excite a surface plasmon resonance and form a surface plasmon polariton at an in-
terface, like the mode shown in Figure 2.5. This constraint was noted by Hagglund
[79] and Ritchie [80] both experimentally and theoretically.
2.3.1 History of plasmonics
The effects of plasmons were observed long before they were explained or pre-
dicted. The first published work exhibiting a plasmon is Wood [81] who reported
on an “incomprehensible" uneven distribution of light in a diffraction grating spec-
trum. Wood observed that multiple diffraction gratings could exhibit extraordinarily
sharp bright and dark lines within the line spectrum produced from sodium lamp
illumination. These lines also moved with respect to one another when the illu-
mination angle was changed. Wood would never manage an explanation of the
physics behind his observation, indeed the two aspects would be explained many
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years apart. In 1907 Lord Rayleigh explained the presence of the dark lines observed
as the boundary when a diffracted order is predicted to propagate parallel to the sur-
face [82], this is now interpreted as a bound plasmonic mode. However, Rayleigh’s
theory predicts no bright response anywhere in the spectrum corresponding to the
lines observed by Wood.
In 1936 Strong [83] would provide important confirmation of Lord Rayleigh’s
predictions with regards to the dark lines within the grating spectra. Additionally,
Strong noted that the position of the bright lines within spectra was dependent on
the metal that coated the grating, empirically determining a relation for the position
of the bright lines. It would take Fano in 1941 [84], to first provide a method of
treatment for lossy waves on a metal that would explain the effect of the bright lines
within the spectrum. In this work Fano considered a waveguide mode supported
by a thin film, taking the thickness of this film to zero. Fano predicted the ‘existence
of polarised quasi-stationary waves which represent an energy current rolling along
the surface’, an effect we now term a surface plasmon.
In 1952, Pines and Bohm outlined the theoretical origin of plasmons [85], estab-
lished by analysing the behaviour of electrons in a dense electron gas. The resulting
behaviour, derived from the Hamiltonian, leads to an overall density fluctuation that
can be split into two components. The first is the random thermal behaviour of the
electrons, showing no collective effect. The second is a collective oscillation of the
whole system termed a ‘plasma’ oscillation. This term eventually lead to the name
plasmon and gave rise to a rich field of physics trying to exploit these oscillations.
These collective oscillations were derived for a three dimensional (3D) gas and are
more specifically nowadays defined as bulk plasmons to distinguish them from the
many hybrid plasmonic modes observed today. The most explored of these modes is
the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) which is a plasmonic oscillation both confined
to the surface and coupled to a light-like electromagnetic field, creating a hybrid
state.
The work of Pines and Bohm advanced the theory that the energy losses of elec-
trons passing through a thin film are attributed to a ’plasma’ oscillation, however it
was not the only explanation circulating at the time. Many people working in the
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area attributed the losses to interband transitions within the thin film. The exper-
iments at the time contributed to both explanations with Watanabe [86] verifying
Bohms and Pines theory for Be, Al, Mg and Ge but Leder [87] showing correlation
between x-ray absorption and characteristic loss lines. Ritchie sought to clarify this
area in his work in 1957 [76], which is now considered the defining work of sur-
face plasmonics [88]. Ritchie analysed the angle-energy distribution of fast electrons
losing energy to conduction electrons in a thin film, agreeing with Pines and Bohm
regarding the presence of a collective oscillation within a metal film.
Prism coupling is now one of the most common ways to excite surface plasmons.
As with diffraction grating coupling, the combination of experiment and theoretical
interpretation would be missed by Turbadar. Turbadar showed in 1959 that a prism
with an aluminium interface would exhibit perfect absorption at a certain angle [89]
an effect that is now known to be caused by plasmon excitation. He later showed
the same effect with silver, copper and gold interfaces [90]. Due to the missed link,
credit for plasmon excitation using a prism is generally given to Otto [91], and later
Kretschmann for refining the method [92] (see Figure 2.7).
Once one could control the excitation of plasmons, researchers sought opportu-
nities to exploit their properties. Owing to their high electric fields, plasmons found
a huge number of applications in sensing, first proposed in the 1970s for charac-
terising thin films [93] and observing interactions on metal surfaces [94]. Later it
was used for biosensing and gas detection by Liedberg and Nylander [95, 96]. Sur-
face plasmon resonance sensors (SPRs) are now commonplace for experimental and
commercial applications [97].
More recently, the use of plasmons in circuitry and enhancing electronic com-
ponents such as modulators and sensors has been proposed [98, 99]. In particular
the development of two dimensional (2D) materials such as graphene [100] and thin
film conductive oxides [101] has reignited the field. Surface plasmons in such thin
film materials exhibit exaggerated properties, such as higher confinement and larger
field densities [100]. This comparison can be seen in Figure 2.3, which compares the
wavevectors of a gold and graphene plasmon.
As can be seen from Figure 2.3, the graphene plasmon dispersion lies signifi-
cantly beyond the light line, and much further than the gold plasmon dispersion.
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FIGURE 2.3: Figure showing the comparison of the plasmon disper-
sions of gold (Equation 2.10 modelled with e∞ = 6.1, ωp = 13.7PHz
and γ = 41THz[102]) and graphene (Equation 3.1 modelled with
E f = 0.45eV and γ = 4THz [103]). Inset: a zoom in of the low
frequency region of the plasmon dispersion. Here the gold plasmon
is indistinguishable from the light line and illustrates the extremely
high confinement of the graphene plasmon.
As such the excitation of plasmons in graphene would require new thinking about
how to match the wavevector required. Whilst the high wavevector is highly val-
ued for the confinement of the EM field, it also makes coupling to the plasmon far
more difficult than conventional plasmonic metals such as gold or silver. Therefore,
the field sought out new excitation methods to be able to control and exploit these
plasmonic effects and their extreme properties.
2.3.2 Plasmon dispersion
One can derive the necessary conditions and dispersion relation for a surface plas-
mon from Maxwell’s equations. Figure 2.4 shows a dielectric - metal interface with
z > 0 being the dielectric and z < 0 being the metal. For both the metal and the
dielectric one approximates plane wave solutions to both the ~E and ~H fields. As
defined in Figure 2.4, this derivation will consider TM light as only this can excite
surface plasmon polaritons. Therefore, the ~H field is in the yˆ direction and the ~E
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FIGURE 2.4: Wave and sample orientation considered for the plasmon
derivation of a metal-dielectric interface
field is in the xˆ− zˆ plane. The fields in the metal and dielectric can be defined as,
~Hd = (0, Hyd, 0)ei[kxdx+kzdz−ωt]
~Ed = (Exd, 0, Ezd)ei[kxdx+kzdz−ωt]
~Hm = (0, Hym, 0)ei[kxmx−kzmz−ωt]
~Em = (Exm, 0, Ezm)ei[kxmx−kzmz−ωt].
Here the subscripts m and d represent the metal and dielectric respectively. At the
interface (z = 0) there must be continuity in the fields and so one observes,
Exm(z = 0) = Exd(z = 0), Hym(z = 0) = Hym(z = 0)
⇒ kxm = kxd.
















In the metal one finds the follwoing solutions for the fields,
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kzmHym = −emωc Exm
kxmHym = −emωc Ezm.





kxdHyd = −edωc Exd.
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now one can relate these quantities to the freespace values.























































(ed − em)(ed + em)
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This yields the penetration depth into the dielectric medium, from this one can easily







Thus, one can obtain an expression for kx = kxm = kxd by using the the vector
addition of momentum components.
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In the above kx represents the in plane wavevector of the plasmon, epsilonm,d are the
permittivities of the metal and dielectric medium respectively. If one assumes the









As stated, plasmons are bound surface waves at the interface of two media, in this
consideration a metal and air. In order for a wave to be bound to the surface, its
wavevector must exceed its freespace wavevector. Thus in the above equation one
can use ω
2
c2 = k f reespace leaving the condition for a plasmon supporting metal as
| em
em + 1
| > 1⇒ em ≤ −1. (2.12)
2.3.3 Properties of surface plasmon polaritons
Equation 2.12 states that the in-plane wavevector of the plasmon kx, is higher than
the maximal freespace propagation wavelength of light of the same frequency kx >
ω2
c2 for a bound plasmon. This condition means that the field associated with a plas-
mon is confined to smaller spatial dimensions than the free space equivalent. With
high confinement, and shorter wavelengths, such fields can be exploited at smaller
scales as the wavelength is typical of the length scale a field can be manipulated on
[104, 105]. Much of the promise of plasmons surrounds using this high confinement
to enable smaller circuitry than currently available. However this benefit has always
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FIGURE 2.5: Representation of the fields associated with a surface
plasmon polariton. Charge is grouped at the surface causing field
lines in both media. The penetration of each field line is dependent on
the permittivity of the medium, and associated with the decay length
represented on the z-axis.
contended with the low propagation lengths due to high losses of plasmons. Great
efforts have been made to overcome these problems including the use of liquid crys-
tals [106]. To date, many components of plasmonic circuits have been manufactured
[107] and even an all-plasmonic optical modulator capable of encoding at 70GHz in
a 10µm waveguide [108].
A further significant property, that has inspired plasmonic sensing, is the high
electric field density associated with plasmons. Due to the high electric field, plas-
mons are very sensitive to the surface they are bound to, and also surfaces suffi-
ciently close to experience the evanescently decaying field. The use of plasmons
in sensors has been proposed and investigated since the late 70s [93, 94] and has
steadily become a staple of sensing measurements [97, 109]. As plasmons have re-
alised their promise, the search for better plasmonic materials has followed, both in
terms of losses and confinement. In particular this search has lead to the character-
isation of 2D materials for plasmonic applications as they became available. While
Chapter 3 details the history and properties of graphene from its isolation in 2004
[110], this isolation has provided great promise for the plasmonic and the nonlinear
optics community including combining both in a proposed terahertz laser [111].
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FIGURE 2.6: Figure showing the diffraction orders from a standard
grating. k0 represents the incident in-plane wavevector, kx is the re-
sultant in-plane wavevector and kg is the grating wavevector related
to the period α through kg = 2piα .
2.3.4 Coupling to surface plasmon polaritons
Plasmon generation was incidental in the experiment of Wood [81]. However, with
the field rapidly expanding, it was important to develop a consistent and controlled
excitation method. Wood excited the SPP through the use of a diffraction grating,
which has become a standard excitation method [112, 113, 80]. A diffraction grating
alters the wavevector of incident light with integer multiples of the grating wavevec-
tor kg, such that the resultant wavevector (k) can be defined by k = k0 + nkg, where
k0 is the incident wavevector.
Diffraction grating coupling is a very powerful method for excitation. However,
it does require a patterned surface which is not always available. Turbadar would
instigate the method of prism coupling [89], although not fully understanding the
physics involved with his observations. As such, credit for prism coupling is gener-
ally given to Otto [91], and to Kretschmann who refined the method [92].
Figure 2.7 shows the configurations for both the Otto [91] and Kretschmann [92]
methods of excitation. Both methods rely on the same principle of frustrated to-
tal internal reflection. Total internal reflection (TIR) occurs when light propagating
from a high refractive index medium (in this case the prism) is forbidden from prop-
agating into the low refractive index medium (air). This phenomena occurs when
the predicted in-plane wavevector of light coming from the prism is greater than the
maximal wavevector allowed in the air. When this occurs the field cannot propagate
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FIGURE 2.7: Figure depicting two prism coupling setups. Panel a
shows a system in which the evanescent field tunnels through the air
layer to the metal air interface. This method was first used by Otto
in 1968 [91]. Panel b shows a configuration where the metal is placed
directly on the prism surface. In this orientation the evanescent field
tunnels through the metal to the air-metal interface on the far side.
This variation was first performed by Kretschmann later in 1968 [92].
in air, thus all the intensity is reflected. However, it can be shown that continuity
of field requires an evanescent wave along the interface that does not carry energy.
Despite not usually transferring energy, this wave can couple to an allowed plasmon
mode, if there is an interface that supports one nearby. As the field does not propa-
gate, the interface supporting the plasmon must be close, relative to the decay length
of the evanescent field. When coupling, the evanescent field will transfer energy to
the supported plasmon mode and one can measure a decrease in the reflected beam
corresponding to this energy transfer; this is frustrated total internal reflection.
In 2004, the isolation of graphene by Novoselov and Geim [110] sparked a rev-
olution in the physics world, promising applications ranging across all of science,
including in nonlinear optics and plasmonics. Graphene, along with many other
2D materials, supports plasmons with extremely high wavevectors (see Figure 2.3).
These wavevectors are too high to achieve with the previously common method of
prism excitation, so the field searched for new ways to excite surface plasmons.
In 2012, two groups would simultaneously use the method of AFM tip scattering
to excite graphene plasmons [114, 115]. This method is based on the scattered waves
that one would expect when illuminating the metal point used in an AFM with a
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FIGURE 2.8: Visualisation of the AFM tip scattering process used to
excite graphene plasmons. Image obtain from [115].
high intensity light field, shown in Figure 2.8. This incident wave would be scat-
tered from the tip, generating waves with a wide range of wavevectors including
evanescent waves with extremely high momenta. Some of these evanescent waves
possess sufficient momentum to couple to the SPP. The frequency of this field is un-
changed from the incident light and so when coupling to the plasmon one would
have full knowledge of the frequency but have limited information on the coupling
wavevector. Whilst highly effective, this method has limited control over the direc-
tionality of the excited plasmons, making it difficult to exploit in systems such as
circuits without further wave-guiding.
Prior to this development, Renger developed an elegant method for coupling to
the surface plasmon of a metal using FWM in 2009 [33]. However, this technique
of nonlinear wave-mixing would not be used to excite a graphene plasmon until
Constant in 2015 [35]. Renger showed that by carefully selecting the incident fre-
quencies and wavevectors of light one could couple directly to a specific point of the
plasmon dispersion as shown in Figure 2.9. Renger used this method to couple to a
gold surface and was also able to show that not only could FWM excite a plasmon
but in coupling to a plasmonic mode the FWM process was enhanced [34, 116]. This
enhancement can be seen in Figure 2.10.
In 2015 Constant showed that nonlinear wave-mixing could be used to excite
surface plasmons in graphene [35]. Constant, unlike the FWM approach of Renger,
used DFG to excite plasmons on graphene with two optical beams of close frequen-
cies [35]. This result caused some controversy as the inherent weakness of a second
order process in a centrosymmetric material implied a much smaller susceptibility
(χ(2)) than that observed (σ(2) ≈ 7.5× 10−14AmV−2 [35]). This discrepancy is dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 5.
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FIGURE 2.9: Dispersion diagram for the FWM experiment of Renger.
The red line represents the gold plasmon dispersion, while the purple
and blue arrows represent the two incident beams. The y-axis is nor-
malised to the plasma frequency of gold ωp = 9eVh¯ , the x-axis repre-
sent the in-plane wavevector k|| normalised to the plasma wavevector
kp =
ωp
c . Image obtained from [33].
FIGURE 2.10: Enhancement in FWM intensity observed by Renger.
Black dots are measured data points and the blue/red lines are Gaus-
sian fits. The y-axis is normalised to the measured FWM from gold at
normal incidence. Image obtained from [34].
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FIGURE 2.11: Figure showing the results of the DFG plasmon exci-
tation of Constant [35]. Each geometry (a), (b) and (c) represents a
different slice of the dispersion as marked. The black lines repre-
sent the hybrid mode of the graphene SPP and the substrate phonons,
the width of the grey shading is the convolution of the bandwidth of
three femtosecond pulses. The coloured bars represent the differen-
tial reflection of the probe beam (∆RR ) normalised to the pump fluence
(Φ).
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2.4 Fourier optics
The elements of Fourier optics have some base in works as early as 1946 [117], how-
ever its history is relatively concise. The text considered to have defined the field
is still the most prevalent today, that is, the 1968 volume “Introduction to Fourier
Optics" by Joseph Goodman [118]. Fourier optics is based on applying the princi-
ples of Fourier transforms to analyse the propagation of classical waves of light. It is
particularly useful for any optical experiment looking to exploit angular emission,
transmission or reflection in a sample. Fourier optics allows one to perform a range
of these measurements simultaneously, by separating the angles of an incident light
beam.
Whilst Fourier optics can be applied to signals for information regarding fre-
quency/time dynamics and converting signals between those two domains, this
work focuses on using the spatial and momentum-space relationship. The key prin-
ciple of Fourier optics is that a lens applies a Fourier transform to the beam incident
on it relative to the focal point of that lens. Therefore, if one applies a Fourier trans-
form to a distribution of light, the resulting distribution will be equivalent to the
distribution of light at a focal length away from a lens.
Figure 2.12 shows this principle in a ray optics diagram. The Fourier plane rep-
resents momentum space, thus all rays emitted at the same angle from the image
plane focus to the same spot on the Fourier plane. Therefore, were one to look at the
planes in 2D, one could state the axes as [x, y] in the image plane and [kx, ky] in the
Fourier plane as detailed in Figure 2.12.
Fourier optics is particularly useful in a microscope setup, in that the Fourier
plane can be considered as the back aperture of the objective, and the image plane
the sample. This means any pattern imprinted onto the back aperture represents
the illumination of the sample in momentum space. Conversely, any light collected
through the objective on the back aperture represents the angular emission from the
sample. Thus one can use this principle to define angular excitation and/or analyse
angular results of a system, which will prove crucial in the experiments laid out in
Chapter 4.
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FIGURE 2.12: Representation of the Fourier transform applied
through a lens. Panel a represents the two point sources located at
different points in the image plane. Both point sources here are con-
sidered to emit uniformly in all directions. As shown in the Fourier
plane, both point sources have identical spatial profiles in the Fourier
plane, uniform distribution across all possible wavevectors. Panel
b represents a single point source with an enhancement at a speci-
fied magnitude of wavevector, although independent of direction of
that wavevector. In this case one observes a uniform distribution
in the background with an enhanced ring at the specific wavevec-
tor. IP represents the image plane of a source, and FP represents the
Fourier plane after an applied optical transformation with a lens of






Graphene is a remarkable material that has sparked a revolution across many areas
in engineering, physics and chemistry. Graphene is a one atom thick sheet of carbon
atoms that exhibits characteristics of a two dimensional (2D) material [110], and do
not experience the third dimension. Graphene was theoretically explored by Wallace
in 1947 [119], however, conclusive isolation and identification would come decades
later in 2004 [110]. One of the main reasons for the gap between these two events is
that 2D crystals were thought to be unstable at finite temperatures [120, 121]. Prior
to graphene’s isolation, quasi-2D crystals had been formed through molecular beam
epitaxy, a process which significantly alters growth and electronic properties [122].
In contrast, the 2004 isolation of graphene by Novoselov and Geim [110] used me-
chanical exfoliation, producing samples of single and few layer graphene flakes held
on the substrate only by the van der Waal’s force, and could even be made free-
standing by etching away the substrate afterwards[123, 124].
While mechanical exfoliation proved to be a very effective method of isolating
monolayer graphene, it is usually time consuming and samples can vary greatly in
size, shape and quality. Therefore, new techniques were sought to isolate graphene,
at the forefront of these was the technique of chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
Chemical vapor deposition is a process whereby a substrate is exposed to precursor
substances that react and/or decompose on the substrate to form the desired thin
film. In graphene, methane is one of the most a highly used gases to achieve this
[125], along with ethane and propane [126], however the relative expense of these
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gases has also lead to significant work with cheaper substances such as petroleum
asphalt [127]. The methane, or other hydrocarbon gas, is used as a source of car-
bon atoms, and a second hydrogen gas source is used to erode the carbon atoms
away, allowing for deposition [128] onto a substrate. Generally, CVD graphene is
grown onto a metal substrate with low carbon solubility such as copper to enable
high quality layers, and then transferred to other substrates if necessary, as noted in
[129].
CVD was developed around 2008/2009, with many research groups working on
perfecting the technique [130, 131, 132, 133, 134]. Typically, CVD graphene is of a
lower quality than that of exfoliated flakes with regards to its mobility and defects
within the lattice structure [135, 136, 137, 138], however as groups refine the method,
the quality of CVD graphene has fast approached that of exfoliated [139]. Today,
CVD graphene is reported to have been grown defect-free with the use of a ultrathin
titanium catalyst layer [140].
When graphene was first isolated, a great number of potential applications were
proposed across photovoltaic devices, field effect transistors, sensors, memory de-
vices and far infra-red filters [141, 142]. However, many of these applications have
yet to come to fruition, thus improving the quality of manufactured graphene is vital
to fully exploit the properties of graphene that created such interest when it was first
isolated.
3.1.1 Crystal structure
Graphene exhibits a honeycomb lattice structure, such as that depicted in Figure 3.1,




























, δ3 = −a (1, 0) .
This lattice structure is treated as two interlaced triangular sublattices. Electrons
within this lattice structure behave like massless Dirac fermions [144], as relativistic
particles of zero rest mass with an effective speed of light given by c∗ ≈ 106ms−1.
This behaviour leads to very peculiar consequences such as the conductivity of
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FIGURE 3.1: Honeycomb lattice structure of graphene (left) and the
accompanying Brillouin zone. The lattice consists of two interwoven
triangular sublattices (marked with blue and yellow atom sites). a1,
and a2 represent the lattice vectors of the triangular lattice, δ1, δ2 and
δ3 are the vectors to the 3 nearest neighbours. On the right, b1 and
b2 represent the reciprocal lattice vectors. K and K’ represent to two
distinct Dirac points in reciprocal space. Figure obtained from [143]
graphene never dropping below the minimum quantum unit of conductance, even
as the carrier concentration tends to zero [144]. Additionally, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 3.2, the massless nature of the electrons near the Dirac points creates a linear
dispersion of the electronic band structure.
Honeycomb lattices also give rise to a property of electrons known as pseu-
dospin. As there are two wavefunctions, one associated with each sublattice, the








where K indicates the associated Dirac point and θk is the angle the momentum
vector of the electron makes with the x-axis. This spinor wavefunction gives rise
to a helicity associated with the electron and therefore a pseudo-spin quantity. The
pseudo-spin of electrons in graphene can lead to some remarkable and exotic effects.
In particular, the concept of chiral tunneling and the Klein paradox has created great
interest. As pseudo-spin must be conserved, certain systems will exhibit unimpeded
quantum tunneling through extremely wide and/or high potentials [146].
The properties of graphene have lead to its use in applications across transistors
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FIGURE 3.2: Figure showing the electronic dispersion of graphene’s
honeycomb lattice. Panels a and b show the 3D dispersion and con-
tour plot respectively. Panel c highlights the linear band structure
in the vicinity of the Dirac points, forming a Dirac cone in the low
energy approximation. As displayed the Fermi energy of graphene
lies at E = 0, but can be shifted either way with p or n-type doping.
Figure obtained from Wang [145].
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[147]; photonics and optoelectronics [148]; energy production and storage [149]; as
well as biosensing applications [150]. With such a wide range of promise, and huge
untapped potential, graphene physics remains a vibrant and rich area of study. Of
particular note is the universal linear absorption of graphene. This result is remark-
able for two reasons; firstly the optical absorption of a one atom layer is high enough
to be visible to the naked eye with a 2.7% absorption; and secondly that the absorp-
tion depends only on the fine structure constant and not frequency. This optical
absorption has also been shown to combine linearly with stacks up to nine layers
[151].
Additionally, the linear band structure of graphene is theorised to give rise to
large nonlinear effects, in particular at microwave and terahertz frequencies [152],
leading to much work in the area of graphene nonlinear optics [153, 18, 154, 155,
156, 157, 145, 15, 14]. The nonlinear response of graphene is the primary focus of
graphene work within this thesis.
3.1.2 Surface plasmon polaritons in graphene
This derivation is combined from the work of Bludov [103] and Jablan [158]. As
previously discussed in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2, surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
can only be excited by TM light so one assumes the fields take the form






where m = 1, 2 refers to the two media at the interface. One seeks to obtain a dis-
persion relation of the form ω = ω(q) where q is the wavevector along the graphene
sheet. In this case one can write Maxwell’s equations as,
c(−1)mκmEm,x − iqEm,z = iωBm,y
(−1)m+1κmBm,y = −iωc−2emEm,x
qBm,y = −ωc−2emEm,z,
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where κm are the wavenumbers associated with the fields. These equations can be












with Bm,y a constant. The SPP spectrum follows from the boundary conditions,
E1,x = E2,x ⇔ B1,y = −κ2e1
κ1e2
B2,y
B1,y = B2y − σxxE1,x,
where σxx is the element of the conductivity tensor generating a current in the x di-


















If one considers the electrostatic limit such that q ω2c2 then Equation 3.1 simpli-
fies to;




If one employs a semi-classical model for the conductivity of the graphene sheet, the
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where E f is the Fermi energy of the graphene and γ is the scattering of the electrons.




(ω2 + iωγ). (3.2)
3.1.3 Graphene plasmonics
Since the isolation of graphene, there has been great interest in exploiting its plas-
monic applications [160, 161]. Graphene SPPs are far more confined, with higher
field densities than plasmonic metals such as gold (see Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2).
Therefore, applications of plasmonics such as sensing which exploited the high field
density and confinement would be vastly improved by using a graphene based plas-
monic component. Such strong confinement can lead to remarkable effects, such as
the use of a single molecule defect as a peta-Hertz atomic antenna [162]. Crasse [163]
also found that defects, such as wrinkles, in epitaxial graphene created strong THz
plasmonic peaks, allowing for coupling to THz radiation without sample patterning.
The field of graphene plasmonics is still young and current practical applications
are few. However, plasmonics with conventional metals created great excitement
due to properties such as the high confinement allowing for decreasing the size of
optical components. These properties are even more pronounced in graphene plas-
monics, therefore the future of plasmonics lies within structures that exploit these
extreme properties to a much higher degree, as is the case in 2D materials. For more
on the uses and applications of plasmonics see Chapter 2.
3.2 Graphene samples utilised
This work has used three graphene samples throughout this investigation. One
of those samples is commercially purchased CVD graphene. The remaining two
samples are mechanically exfoliated graphene flakes on an hexagonal boron nitride
(HbN) substrate.
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FIGURE 3.3: Optical microscopy images of GF1. Images are marked
as bright field (BF) and dark field (DF). The scale bar is 50µm.
3.2.1 Graphene Flakes
This work has utilised two different samples of mechanically exfoliated graphene.
The flakes are situated on an HbN spacer layer and a SiO2 substrate. Figures 3.3
and 3.4 show the optical microscopy images of the two flake samples, GF1 and GF2
respectively. The positions marked on the images correspond to the Raman spectra
taken and shown in Figure 3.5.
From the Raman data, positions B and C are the best fit monolayer graphene
with peak ratios of ≈ 2 and 4 respectively. The presence of a seemingly abnormally
high D peak is actually the response of the HbN E2g peak which occurs at 1366cm−1
[165]. Whilst during experiments, FWM was observed at many points on the sam-
ple, unless explicitly stated others measurements on GF1 take place at point B, and
measurements on GF2 take place at point C.
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FIGURE 3.4: Optical microscopy images of GF2. Images are marked
as bright field (BF) and dark field (DF). The scale bar is 50µm
FIGURE 3.5: The Raman scans taken at positions A, B and C. In gen-
eral, one expects monolayer graphene to exhibit a ratio of around 2
between the intensity of the 2D peak at 2700cm−1 and the intensity
of the G peak at 1577cm−1. However, it has been noted that mono-
layer graphene can exhibit ratios around 4 aswell [164]. The Raman
spectroscopy was performed with a Renishaw RM1000 Raman micro-
scope at a wavelength of 532nm, with a 50x objective.
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FIGURE 3.6: Characteristic Raman spectrum of the CVD graphene
provided by Graphene Supermarket. Image is adapted from quoted
specifications.
3.2.2 CVD graphene
The CVD graphene used is commercially available from Graphene Supermarket1, and
is monolayer graphene (90% coverage) on a SiO2 substrate. Its Raman profile is
given in Figure 3.6.
1http://graphene-supermarket.com
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3.3 Indium Tin Oxide
3.3.1 Epsilon near zero materials
Epsilon near zero (ENZ) materials are materials that exhibit a vanishingly small per-
mittivity at a specific wavelength. This can be achieved in materials with a Drude
dispersion curve or in synthetic structures where the effective permittivity is related
to that of the component materials as well as the structural form [166]. ENZ ma-
terials were first used in antennas [167] and this continues to be a wide area of in-
vestigation [168, 169] as well as beam shaping through tailoring the radiation phase
pattern [166].
However, ENZ materials have also proven to be extremely efficient in enabling
non-linear optical phenomena [170, 171], especially conductive metal oxides such
as indium tin oxide (ITO) [67, 172] and cadmium oxide [173]. This is due to the
nonlinear relationship between a change in permittivty and the change in refractive
index, an effect that is most extreme and the ENZ point. In a material with a relative





From this one observes that changes in the refractive index are inversely propor-





In the case that e→ 0 one observes extremely large changes in n for relatively small
changes to e. This property can lead to some remarkable effects [174] including sub-
wavelength tunneling [175].
3.3.2 Electronic and Optical Properties
Indium tin oxide is a conductive metal oxide compound that can, depending on the
oxygen content, be described as a ceramic or an alloy. Typically, ITO is valued for
its optical transparency and conductivity allowing it to be used for a wide range of
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applications, particularly modern displays [176]. However, more recently there has
been a focus on using ITO for its ENZ and nonlinear optical properties. ITO can
produce changes in the refractive index from optical excitation up to 0.7 [67]. This
was achieved through manipulation of the ENZ resonance with an optical pump,
paving the way for potential optical switches.
3.4 ITO sample characterisation
3.4.1 ITO1
ITO1 is a custom made ITO sample obtained from UQG Ltd2. It comrpises a thin
layer of ITO with a low sheet resistance on a glass cover slip. The permittivity of
an ITO sample, along with its thickness, is usually obtained through ellipsometry.





where rTE (rTM) is the reflection coefficient for TE (TM) light, tanΨ represents the
amplitude change and ∆ is the phase change upon reflection. From this, it is possible
for establish the complex permittivty and refractive index of the sample [177].
For this work, it is convenient to model the ellipsometry data only in the region
of 1200-1700nm, this is sufficient to include the ENZ region but allows the permit-
tivity parameters to be well defined by Drude model. In general, the ellipsometer
will fit a Drude Tauc-Lorentz model to the permittivity including potential poles
above and below the the region of interest denoted by ‘IR-pole’ and ‘UV-pole’. In
practise, for the sample under investigation the material properties in the region can
be adequately described without these poles, as seen in Figure 3.7. This ellipsome-
try measurement gives a thickness estimate of 251nm along with Drude parameters
ωp = 2.66× 1015s−1 and γ = 2.56× 1014s−1. This places the ENZ point at around
1340nm.
Commercially sold ITO is generally quoted in terms of thickness and sheets re-
sistance. The sheet resistance can be established through a 4-point probe technique.
2https://www.uqgoptics.com
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FIGURE 3.7: Ellipsometry data from the ITO sample. Panel a is the El-
lipsometer estimated Drude-Tauc-Lorentz model. Panel b is the same
model reduced from a Drude Tauc-Lorentz model by removal of the
IR and UV poles.
TABLE 3.1: Table showing the measured sheet resistance of ITO1





The 4-point probe technique measures the potential difference across 4 different po-
sitions to achieve a more accurate measurement of the resistance. The voltage is
measured and recorded at currents of 3mA(V3) and 1mA(V1), then one can establish




Table 3.1 shows a series of measurements taken on three of the samples (the
samples were provided as a batch of 10), which had a specified sheet resistance of
8− 12Ω/sq. As can be seen there is a small variation across the samples but slightly
lower than the quoted resistance specification implying improved sample quality.
Through the ellipsometer and 4-point probe measurements, ITO1 is well charac-
terised within the region of interest (1200-1700nm).
3.4.2 Sandia samples (ITO2 and ITO3)
In addition to sample ITO1, which aimed to resemble the samples used in [67], sam-
ples of lower thicknesses were sought to investigate their behaviour around the ENZ
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FIGURE 3.8: Permittivity as a function of wavelength for ITO2. The
ENZ point is located at 1185nm for the top side and 1120nm for the
bottom side
region. T.S. Luk of Sandia National Laboratories produced and characterised the fol-
lowing samples.
ITO2 is an ITO sample with a measure thickness of 55.1nm. Its permittivty is
given in Figure 3.8, corresponding an ENZ point of 1120− 1185nm. This data shows
a slight variation across the sample as there is a different index measured at the top
surface of the layer (furthest from substrate) and at the bottom surface, this is com-
mon in the ITO deposition process of extremely thin films. This effect is prominent
to varying degrees in a variety of ≈ 50nm samples and even more pronounced in
≈ 30nm samples, unused in this work. ITO3 is an ITO sample with a measure thick-
ness of 109.1nm. Its permittivty is given in Figure 3.9, this data shows an ENZ point
of 1265nm. This sample does not show a graded index across the sample thickness,
likely due to the thicker layer deposited.
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FIGURE 3.9: Permittivity as a function of wavelength for ITO3. The







The experimental setup designed for this work is detailed in Figure 4.1. This setup
requires a number of specific components to be able to investigate the desired effect.
The laser source used is an amplified picosecond OPO system, it has a pulse rate of
1MHz, a pulse length 8ps and a time averaged output of 10− 50mW depending on
the wavelength selected. The signal ranges from 635− 920nm, the idler ranges from
1240− 2200nm, although these outputs are not independent. There is an additional
pump output at 532nm with a time averaged power ≈ 1W.
In order to access the graphene plasmon, one requires a very small difference
frequency, and thus a small difference in the wavelengths used. Therefore, it is not
possible to directly use any of the three outputs in combination to provide a differ-
ence frequency in the ≈ 15THz regime. This is instead achieved through the use of
a conversion crystal.
In order to achieve two separate pulses that are similar in wavelength, one can
perform second harmonic generation on the idler beam which, when the input wave-
lengths are correctly chosen, can match, or be very close to the signal wavelength.
As the powers are relatively low in the idler beam (≈ 10mW), this experiment re-
quires a high efficiency conversion crystal. This experiment uses a Covesion R© poled
conversion crystal (reference code MSHG1550-0.5) designed for second harmonic
generation at 1550nm. The range of second harmonic generation can be extended to
wavelengths up to 1750nm through use of a heating ‘oven’, which can be adjusted to
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optimise efficiency at the required wavelength. Using this setup, the experimental
was able to observe a conversion efficiency of≈ 35%, allowing for significant power
generation in the second harmonic beam.
The spectrometer used to identify time overlap is an Ocean Optics Ltd. Red
Tide R© USB spectrometer with a wavelength range of 200 − 1100nm. As the time
averaged powers of the sources, and also the sum frequency generation of a BBO
crystal, are high, one does not need to enhance the signal to be detectable in this
spectrometer.
The microscope used to investigate the signal is an inverted IXplore Standard
microscope from Olympus R©, which has multiple advantages for the setup consid-
ered here. The system has accessible input and output pathways, which means one
can provide an input signal and also manipulate the output signal prior to detection.
Additionally, the input pathway has an user replaceable optic that directs input light
to the back aperture of the objective. When the optic is correctly selected, this allows
for the input beams to be reflected at close to 100%, and filtered out when reflected
from the sample prior to the imaging. Whereas, the FWM signal generated from
the experiment will be transmitted with high efficiency to the imaging equipment.
Additionally, the microscope system has an overhead white light source, which is
crucial in aligning the Fourier plane (discussed further in Section 4.1.5). This ex-
periment used a 0.7 numerical aperture 60x objective, which yields a spot size of
approximately 1.3µm. It is vital that one achieves a small spot size to work with
high quality exfoliated graphene. As noted in Chapter 3, CVD graphene tends to be
of lower quality than exfoliated graphene, but more homogeneous over long length
scales. Therefore, in order to accurately irradiate single layer graphene, one needs a
small spot size with respect to the size of the patches in the exfoliated graphene.
The camera used to image the signal is a Quantem R© 512sc camera with a cooled
EMCCD array. The CCD array measures 512x512 pixels enabling sufficient reso-
lution in the Fourier plane. The camera has single photon efficiency in the optical
range allowing for the detection of small signals, such as is expected from a FWM
process. High exposure images can be obtained to improve signal to noise using the
Micro-Manager1 open source software, which can also control the gain to provide
1https://micro-manager.org/
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real time observation of the FWM signal.
4.1.2 Experimental setup
Figure 4.1 shows the experimental setup used to investigate the four-wave mixing
(FWM) signal in graphene. The lilac highlighted area represents the beam quality
and transformation optics placed within the beams. Both beams require a cylindri-
cal telescope in order to correct axial divergence originating within the laser, for both
beams this divergence was parallel to the optical surface of the table. The idler beam
undergoes a frequency doubling within a Covesion R© poled conversion crystal. In
order to achieve the high conversion efficiencies required, the idler beam is focused
with a 5cm lens into the centre of the crystal. The conversion efficiency was found to
be optimal at around 90oC for 1656nm, which is the primary idler output of investi-
gation. However, this optimal temperature is dependent on surrounding conditions
within the laboratory such as temperature and humidity. The strong focusing, com-
bined with the original poor beam quality (see Section 4.1.3) means the output beam
exhibits high inhomogeneity. Therefore this output must be spatially filtered to en-
able its use in Fourier plane imaging, this achieved through a 5cm− 5cm telescope.
In order to adjust temporal overlap a delay line is placed within the idler beam
path, allowing for a path change of up ±20cm. The beams are spatially overlapped
through the use of a 805nm short pass dichroic filter (D1), allowing transmission of
the signal beam and reflection the idler.
Immediately after the dichroic, a flipper mirror (F1) can redirect the spatially
overlapped beams to the temporal overlap setup (highlighted peach). Here the
spatially overlapped beams are focused via a 5cm − 5cm telescope through a beta
barium borate (BBO) crystal. The BBO crsytal outputs second harmonic generation
(SHG) of each of the beams individually, which can be observed with a spectrome-
ter. When the beams are both spatially and temporally overlapped one observes the
sum frequency generation (SFG) signal of the signal and idler beams, which can be
frequency resolved by the spectrometer.
When F1 is not extended, the beam undergoes 4F imaging through lenses L1 and
L2. This imaging system recreates the spatial profile of the signal beam observed
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FIGURE 4.1: Experimental setup used to investigate four-wave mix-
ing in graphene. A component key is included in Figure 4.2, and the
setup is fully explained in Section 4.1.2.
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FIGURE 4.2: Key showing the symbols use in Figure 4.1.
at the spatial mask onto the back aperture of the objective lens. For the idler beam,
an arbitrary point after the delay stage is recreated on the back aperture, a highly
beneficial effect as it effectively removes 2m of path length from the beam, which
degrades significantly over long propagation lengths. The principle of 4F imaging is
represented in Figure 4.5.
The microscope imaging system (highlighted green) is an Olympus R© inverted
micrsope using a lens with a numerical aperture of 0.7 and working distance of ap-
proximately 0.2mm. This lens produces a spot size of ≈ 1.3µm. The microscope
contains a 775nm short pass dichroic beamsplitter (D2) which reflects the signal and
the idler, transmitting only the FWM signal generated through ωFWM = 2ωs − ωi.
Therefore, both the signal and idler are incident on the sample and the FWM is fil-
tered through to the plane re-imaging area (highlighted brown). The microscope
itself contains a tube lens (TL), this lens reforms the image plane of the camera at a
position approximately marked by IP1. Tube lens positions are generally not spec-
ified within a microscope setup and therefore a precise position for the IP is deter-
mined through other means (see Section 4.1.5).
In the re-imaging area there are two beam paths differentiated by flipper mirrors
F2 and F3. Both of these beams paths operate the equivalent of a 4F imaging system.
If F2 is extended and F3 dropped, the beam will re-image through lenses L4 and L5,
this path maps the position IP1 onto the camera. If F2 is dropped and F3 extended,
the path maps the back aperture through the TL and L3 onto the camera. It is crucial
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FIGURE 4.3: Figure showing the effect of the corrective optics on the
signal beam. Panel a and b represent the profile without correction.
Panel a represents the spatial distribution of the beam, while b shows
the intensity cross-section on a linear scale of arbitrary units. Panel c
and d are the equivalent data to a and b after correction. Scale bars
are 1mm.
for aligning to have access to both the image plane and the Fourier plane with ease.
4.1.3 Beam quality
As shown in Figure 4.1, both laser outputs suffer from poor spatial profiles. As
such, both require a significant number of optics to improve their quality prior to
experimentation, these optics are situated in the lilac shaded area of Figure 4.1.
Firstly, both beams have a significant axial divergence parallel to the plane of the
table. This axial divergence is shown in Panels a and b of Figure 4.3 for the signal
beam, along with the beam imaged at the same area with the corrective lenses. In or-
der to correct for this divergence one requires a single axis telescope, created through
cylindrical lens. A telescope is a combination of lens that focus and re-image that fo-
cus, collimating the beam. In general, this is done through the use of two lens, in the
same positions as shown in Figure 4.5. Importantly, unlike in a standard telescope,
the lenses are not at their focal lengths from the focus, it is this deviation that can cor-
rect the divergence. The correcting telescopes are placed as early as possible within
the beam path because a telescope can correct either the divergence of the beam or
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FIGURE 4.4: Figure showing the idler beam before and after spatial
filtering. Panels a and b represent the beam after frequency doubling
but without spatial filtering. Panels c and d represent the same beam
filter through a 140µm diameter pinhole. The right hand panels rep-
resent intensities in arbitrary units. Scale bars are 1mm.
and spatial distortion already introduced but not both. Correcting the divergence
early removes the need for a second telescope to correct spatial distortion. The sig-
nal beam undergoes a simple expansion telescope to increase its size to complete its
spatial correction optics.
The idler beam path has two telescopes, one that focuses the beam inside the
doubling crystal, and then a further telescope to apply a spatial filter. As the dou-
bling crystal applies a non-linear process any spatial distortions are amplified in the
output of the crystal. As such the beam exiting the crystal has a more inhomogenous
profile than either of the original beams, and this is not limited to axial divergence.
An example of the profile after the doubling crystal is shown in Panel a of Figure
4.4, along with the corrected beam when filtered through a 140µm pinhole in Panel
c. Whilst the curved vertical lines appear strong in the coloured 2D projection, the
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FIGURE 4.5: Representation of a 4F imaging process. The image plane
on the left hand side is recreated at the right hand image plane, how-
ever, as observed in the purple beam, the image is reversed in the
vertical direction. The same is true for the horizontal direction.
3D profile shows the actual intensity variation to be relatively low. A smaller spatial
filter was found to reduced intensity too much to allow for accurate experimenta-
tion.
4.1.4 Beam patterning
Figure 4.1 shows the entire experimental setup used for this study. In order to define
wavevectors incident on the graphene sheet, one must pattern the beam on the back
aperture of the microscope. Imaging the Fourier plane of a signal in a microscope
setting is equivalent to imaging the back aperture of the objective lens. The most
simple practice for this would be to place a mask directly onto the back aperture of
the objective, or near as possible to reduce diffraction effects. However, the use of
two beams, with a desire to pattern only one, prevents this option. One beam, in
this case the high frequency beam, must be patterned, whilst the other completely
fills the back aperture of the microscope, illuminating the sample with the maximal
range of wavevector. Due to this constraint one must place any patterning optics
sufficiently far from the back aperture that they occur before the beams overlap at
point D1 in Figure 4.1.
Here, one uses 4F imaging, as shown in Figure 4.5, in order to recreate the spa-
tial profile present at the mask on the back aperture of the microscope. The beam
profile will continue to evolve with distance travelled from the back aperture of the
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FIGURE 4.6: The spatial mask used to pattern the signal beam at the
back aperture of the microscope. Black text indicates real space di-
mensions, the blue highlighted text is the represented dimension in
Fourier space on the back aperture, relative to the freespace wavevec-
tor of the signal beam k1.
microscope, including through the objective itself. In order to minimise this effect
we choose relatively long focal length lenses (500mm) with respect to the working
distance of the aperture (0.2mm) so that this effect is negligible. The 4F imaging also
has a beneficial effect on the doubled idler beam. In this setup, the 4F imaging re-
forms a point in the idler beam path prior to the dichroic D1, effectively removing
the path length between this point and the back aperture. As the beam quality is
noted to reduce drastically with propagation distance this cuts out two metres of
path length for this beam, improving the profile at the back aperture.
The mask used in the experiment is shown in Figure 4.6. This mask profile was
chosen for a number of reasons related to the experiment and practical manufactur-
ing. The circular holes are sufficiently small (1mm) to consider a defined wavevector
on the back aperture of the microscope, while still maintaining a high enough beam
intensity to generate significant FWM signal. The diameter of 1mm on the mask cor-
responds to a diameter of 0.18k1, where k1 is the free space wavevector of the ω1
beam, in Fourier space on the back aperture. It is important here that the profile
be symmetrical across the mask such that the summation of the wavevectors from
both apertures cancels out. This consideration is to make the resultant FWM signal
lie within the light cone and with a wavevector generated only from the coupled ω2
photon (this concept is described in full in Chapter 6).
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4.1.5 Aligning the Fourier plane
Aligning the Fourier plane of an experiment can cause great difficulty, particularly
when there are unknown optics involved. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the position
of the tube lens within the microscope is unknown. Whilst it is possible to estimate
this length, it would involve a multi-step estimation introducing large numbers of
minor errors. Therefore, it is simpler to align the Fourier plane by implementing a
setup that provides a distinct and known image in the Fourier plane.
In the experimental setup designed for this work, the tube lens is used in two
separate imaging systems, one that re-images the back aperture of the objective lens
onto the camera and one that forms the image plane. In this imaging system, one
must align the image plane, the Fourier plane and the sample plane within the ex-
periment, such that all are consistent.
In practice, it is most convenient to first align the sample and the image plane.
The system used for this experiment is an inverted microscope with an overhead
white light source (WLS). In such a configuration the simplest way to align the sam-
ple and image planes is to image a sample that has a small transmissive area near a
highly reflective area. One can then, by choosing appropriate intensities, simultane-
ously image a beam coming through the objective that is reflected at the same time
as the transmission region with the WLS. When the sample plan is at the focus of the
objective, one observes the sharpest features in the transmissive section. However,
as the image plane position is not known, one cannot align to this alone. It is also
true that, when the sample plane is at the focus of the objective, one observes the
sharpest focus of a collimated laser beam incident on the back aperture. Therefore,
only when the image plane and sample planes are both in the correct position will
one observe the sharpest features and the smallest spot. The variation is achieved
through the adjustment of both the sample stage, as provided by the microscopy
system, and lens L4.
Once the sample and image planes are aligned, one can align the Fourier plane
with a diffraction grating placed at the sample plane. This produces an expected
pattern at the back aperture and thus on the camera when the imaging is aligned.
One can thus adjust the position of lens L3, to adjust the relative position between the
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Fourier plane and the camera array. An additional check can be carried out using an
objective with a phase contrast ring on the back aperture. Which will be observable
in the Fourier plane, when the Fourier plane is properly aligned this feature will be
well defined.
4.2 Indium Tin Oxide
4.3 Transfer matrix method
The transfer matrix method is a procedure used for analysing the transmission and
reflection coefficients from an arbitrarily large stack of metal or dielectric media
[178]. In this thesis, it is used to analyse the angularly dependent reflection of in-
dium tin oxide (ITO) for a variety of permittivities.
This derivation is taken wholly from “Principles of Optics" [178]. The deriva-
tion assumes transverse electric (TE) polarisation but can be extended to transverse
magnetic (TM) as discussed later.
One assumes a stack of media in the z direction with TE polarisation, therefore,
Ey = Ez = 0. If one assumes a time dependence to the electric and magnetic fields of
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These equations show that Hy, Hz and Ex are functions only of y and z. eliminating












where n2 = eµ and k0 = ωc =
2pi
λ0
. The simplest solution is one of the form
Ex(y, z) = Y(y)U(z).


















As the left hand side is only a function y and the right hand side is only a function of
z one can equate both sides to a single constant (here designated−(k0α)2). Therefore















+ n2k20U = −(K0α)2U.
Recalling Maxwell’s equations, one observes
Hy = V(z)ei(k0αy−ωt),
Hz = W(z)ei(k0αy−ωt),
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and also the relations for U, V and W as
V ′ = ik0(αW + eU),
U′ = ik0µV,
αU + µW = 0,
with the prime denoting a differentiation with respect to z. Eliminating W from
these equations yields a pair of simultaneous first-order differential equations for U
and V:
U′ = ik0µV, (4.3)







Elimination between these equations finally gives the following second order linear






















2 − α2)V = 0. (4.6)
The symmetry of Maxwell’s equations allows any result calculated for a TE mode to
be converted to a TM mode through the substitution of E with H and simultaneously






















2 − α2)V = 0. (4.8)
U, V and W are in general complex functions of z. The surfaces of constant ampli-
tude of Ex are given by |U(z)| = const, and the surfaces of constant phase follow
φ(z) + k0αy = const,
where φ(z) is the phase of U. Since U(z) and V(z) each satisfy a second-order linear
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differential equation, it follows that Y and V can be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of two particular, the particular solutions must be coupled by the first order
differential equations 4.3 and 4.4.
U′m = ik0µVm,







where m can be either 1 or 2. It follows that
V1U′2 −U′1V2 = 0
U1V ′2 −V ′1U2 = 0,
⇒ d
dz
(U1V2 −U2V1) = 0.






One can chose a range of solutions to satisfy this condition. Here, it is convenient to
choose solutions in the following manner
U1 = f (z), U2 = F(z),
V1 = g(z), V2 = G(z),
such that
f (0) = G(0) = 0, (4.9)
F(0)− g(0) = 1. (4.10)
One can now write the equations as
U = FU0 + f V0,
V = GU0 + gV0,
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where U0 = U(0) and V0 = V(0). Although it is more convenient to express such










Thus one can define a matrix M that describes the propagation of a field through a










allowing for the definition
M =
 g(z) − f (z)
−G(z) F(z)
 . (4.12)
If one now considers a homogenous film, where e, µ and n =
√
eµ are constants,
and θ defines the angle which the normal to the wave makes with the z-axis, one
observes the following previously derived relations,









The solutions to these equations, when considered with the conditions imposed by
Equations 4.3 and 4.4, are given by







cos θ(B cos(k0nz cos θ)− A sin(k0nz cos θ)).
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Hence the particular solution which satisfies the boundary conditions of Equations
4.9 and 4.10 are







V1 = g(z) = cos(k0nz cos θ),
U2 = F(z) = cos(k0nz cos θ),




cos θ sin(k0nz cos θ).
One can now define the full characteristic matrix M, however, it is first convenient
to define the quantity p =
√
e
µ cos θ, therfore
M(z) =
 cos(k0nz cos θ − ip sin(k0nz cos θ)
−ipsin(k0nz cos θ) cos(k0nz cos θ).
 (4.13)
One obtains similar matrices for the TM mode, if one exchanges e and µ as discussed
previously.
4.3.1 Experimental setup
This experimental setup was designed and built by Justus Bohn.
Freespace excitation has been shown to exhibit extremely large charges in the
reflectivity of ITO [67]. However, modelling presented in Chapter 7 shows regions of
high interest beyond the critical angle of glass. In order to investigate these regions,
one requires a setup that can excite beyond the light line. Plasmonics has used prism
coupling for many decades to enable high wavevector excitation, a geometry that is
useful here.
In the setup shown in Figure 4.7, two independent outputs are produced through
Topas R© wavelength control systems. These systems are able to generate outputs
with a range of 1150 − 1550nm, before a filter adjustment is required. The pump
output path (marked green in Figure 4.7) includes a motorized delay stage in or-
der to sweep time overlap between the two outputs. After this a variable ND filter
allows control of the pumping intensity, which is then directed onto the glass-ITO
interface through the prism. Importantly the pump beam is significantly larger than
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FIGURE 4.7: Figure showing the experimental setup used to investi-
gate the differential reflectivity of ITO in the prism geometry.
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FIGURE 4.8: An example of a delay line scan corresponding to each
data point in 2D plots presented in Chapter 7. The red region labeled
r0 is the range taken to be the non-photoexcited region of the sam-
ple response. This data set corresponds to ITO2 with θprobe = 49o,
λprobe = 1201nm and λpump = 1211nm. This is a region of strong
nonlinearity, for details see Figure 7.10 of Chapter 7.
the probe beam (the probe beam is focused onto the sample with a 20cm lens), sim-
plifying the spatial overlap of the two beams. The probe beam is chopped and then
directed onto the glass-ITO interface through the prism. For convenience, the probe
beam is directed such that it is normal to the surface of the prism at 45o, so there
is no refraction during alignment. Rotation of the upper sample stage allows for a
change in the incident angle of the probe and pump beam, while the lower sample
stage allows rotation of the detector to ensure coupling of the probe beam into the
photodiode. For each investigated data set (corresponding to a specific λprobe, λpump
and θprobe) a delay line scan is performed across time overlap. The length of this de-
lay scan is chosen as ±0.6ps either side of time overlap, this investigates the entire
nonlinear regime of interest. A sample scan is shown in Figure 4.8, the prior the
point marked at −0.2ps is used to calculate r0, the non photoexcited response of the
sample.
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4.4 Fourier Analysis
4.4.1 Polarisation in the Fourier plane
When EM radiation is focused through a lens onto a sample, the polarisation of the
light at the sample plane is altered. This is due to a change in the wavevector of light
(dependent on the position in the Fourier plane) forcing a change in the electric or
magnetic field to preserve orthogonality, this concept is shown in Figure 4.9.
In this thesis, all experimental works are dependent on the type of polarisation
incident on the sample, either transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM).
In the FWM experiment, only TM light can excite a SPP, which is the desired effect
under investigation (this consideration is discussed in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2). In
the case of ITO the transfer matrices established have different forms for TE and TM
light. Therefore for any Fourier plane analysis, one must split the incident light into
the TE and TM components.
If one considers the polarisation of the electric field to be vertical in the Fourier
plane, one can deconstruct the field into its TE and TM components as shown in
Figure 4.9. The interaction of the electric field components with the sample can
then be analysed separately, allowing for the differing boundary conditions. The
resultant field can then be calculated by superposition of the component fields. In
the case of FWM (Chapter 6) this is relevant as only TE light can interact with the
difference frequency plasmon. For ITO the transfer matrices used to calculated the
reflectivity of the sample differ for TE and TM polarisation.
Using the geometry shown in Figure 4.9, one can calculate the fraction of TE (or
TM) light for any arbitrary point in the Fourier plane,
~ETE = E cos θ rˆ,
~ETM = E sin θ θˆ,
where rˆ is the unit vector from point to the centre of the Fourier plane, and θˆ is
the unit vector perpendicular to this. One can then apply the boundary conditions
relevant to the system separately for TE and TM illumination, and combine them to
form the intensity profile predicted.
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FIGURE 4.9: Image showing the geometry used to decompose a
Fourier plane into its component signals. Each arbitrary point
(marked blue) has a component of its field projected onto and axis
directly to the centre of the Fourier plane, this is the TE component
(marked red). The perpendicular component represents the TM com-
ponent of the electric field (marked green). The angle of incidence is
marked φ, this is calculated through the working distance of the ob-
jective lens and the magnitude of the wavevector in the Fourier plane.
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Chapter 5
Second order response of graphene
5.1 Impact
The work presented in this chapter details a theoretical investigation into the sec-
ond order nonlinear response of graphene. Firstly, errors in previous literature are
identified and, where possible, corrected[14, 15, 179]. The results of theoretical treat-
ments are then compared to relevant experimental works [180, 181] showing a large
discrepancy. Finally, other possible origins of nonlinear signals are investigated, in-
cluding the substrate response and photothermal effects. Photothermal effects show
a stronger predicted response than perturbative approaches by around two orders
of magnitude. Whilst this response is still weaker than experimental observations,
there are, as discussed, several parameters than are not accurately measured on ul-
trafast timescales and could account for the discrepancy. This work forms the basis
of the manuscript “Origins of All-Optical Generation of Plasmons in Graphene” [17].
5.2 Motivation
The second order nonlinear response of graphene has undergone limited research
due to its centrosymmetry. In a centrosymmetric system such as graphene, second
order responses are forbidden. It has been known, however, that such symmetry
arguments can be broken in materials via the use of oblique beams and an interface
[155]. This discussion will focus on the experimental work on Constant [35], which
was the most notable experimental measurement of difference frequency generation
(DFG) in graphene. Since this work there has been confirmation of the magnitude of
this effect in the work of B. Yao [181] .
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Constant used two optical femtosecond pulses to illuminate a graphene sheet
and varied the angles of incidence and one of the wavelengths. This technique en-
abled phasematching to the graphene plasmon, showing an enhancement in the dif-
ferential reflection of the probe beam when coupling to the plasmon. As noted pre-
viously, the second order response of graphene is expected to be weak due to cen-
trosymmetry, but Constant’s work suggested a second order conductivity of σ(2) ≈
10−14 − 10−13AmV−2 , which was considered high by comparison to bulk nonlinear
crystals1. At the time of this thesis’ theoretical work, there were several theoretical
papers discussing the second order response of graphene and showing the size of
this effect, the most relevant of which was by Yao [14]. Yao predicted a hugely en-
hanced difference frequency nonlinearity in graphene when phasematching to the
plasmon, describing an experimental setup very similar to that used in the experi-
ment of Constant. Indeed, when applying the parameters of Constant, the response
predicted is even higher than that observed in experiment, but only by an order of
magnitude (see Figure 5.3). This was deemed to be reasonable agreement, though
slightly high, and gave a theoretical formalism for the observation, using the con-
ventional method of perturbation theory to derive the response.
Whilst the work of Yao provided reasonable agreement with the experimental
results of Constant, the paper was not well understood across the field. The pa-
per produced a remarkably non-physical result with a divergence in the non-linear
response as the wavevector tended to zero. That is to say that Yao predicted an infi-
nite nonlinear response at normal incidence. Not only is this non-physical, it is also
counterintuitive. The second order response of graphene is only allowed through
the broken symmetry of oblique beams and yet when this symmetry is restored at
normal incidence Yao’s theory predicts a higher response. It is here this work be-
gins, reproducing the derivation of Yao, highlighting the key points that lead to this
non-physical result.











FIGURE 5.1: Illustration of electromagnetic fields (~E) (applicable to
pump, probe, and DFG) propagating in the x-z plane. All the fields
are p-polarized and the directions of propagation and polarizations
are indicated by the red and black arrows respectively. The angles of
incidence and transmission are defined in the Figure as θ and φ.
5.3 Derivation of non-linear susceptibility
5.4 Perturbation theory
The most conventional way to derive the non-linear response of graphene is to use
perturbation theory applied to the electron energy states within a sample. One be-






(en − em)ρnm − ih¯ [Hˆint, ρˆ]nm − γnm(ρnm − ρ
(eq)
nm ), (5.1)
where ρ is the density matrix of the electrons in graphene and en,m is the energy level
of the state n and m respectively. The first term on the right hand side represents Hˆ0,
the non-interacting Hamiltonian of graphene and Hˆint is the interaction Hamilto-
nian with γnm being the scattering rate between states n and m. One notes that the
equilibrium state of the graphene sheet is the Fermi distribution, therefore both the
equilibrium density matrix ρ(eq)nm and the zeroth order ρ
(0)
nm are comprised of the Fermi
distribution along the leading diagonal and reduce to the form δn,m fn where f is the









1if compared as a bulk susceptibility χ(2)bulk 3× 10−7 which is three orders of magnitude larger than
gallium arsenide (GaAs)[35]
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The iterative nature of this solution means that the interactions of the two different
light pulses are considered to happen separately. That is, field A interacts first and
then field B interacts with the electrons which have a perturbed density of states
from interaction A, and vice versa.
5.4.1 The interaction Hamiltonian of an electric field
In Equation 5.1, Hˆint is a generalised interaction Hamiltonian, here the specific case




−ˆ→σ .−→E , (5.3)









Here e is the elementary charge, v f is the Fermi velocity, ω is the frequency of the
incoming EM field ~E and ~ˆσ is the 2D Pauli spin matrix vector as defined above. It is
also convenient here to replace the commutator with its summation form
[Aˆ, Bˆ]nm = [AˆBˆ]nm − [BˆAˆ]nm =∑
l
(Anl Blm − Bnl Alm),









lm − ρ(N−1)nl Hlm)e(iωnm+γ)(t
′−t)dt′. (5.4)
5.4.2 Linear response
Equation 5.4 is now an analytically soluble form, albeit iterative. Therefore the first
order perturbed density matrix ρ(1) is sought. However to reduce this summation
one observes the form of ρ0nl = δnl fn. This now restricts the values of l in the first or-
der. In addition one can separate the time dependence of the Hamiltonian such that
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Hnl → H′nleiωt. It is crucial to note here that ω is the frequency of the incident light
and not the associated energy frequency difference (ωnl =
En−El
h¯ ). The initial and
final states (n and m respectively) are separated by the wavevector of the incident










































iωnm − iω+ γ ,
ρ
(1)
nm = − ih¯
( fm − fn)H′nm




nm = − ( fm − fn)H
′
nm




nm = − ( fm − fn)h¯ω
iev f~ˆσ.~E
(ωnm −ω− iγ). (5.5)
This solution to the linear density matrix can now be used to give the linear suscep-
tibility of graphene as outlined in Yao[14]. One notes here that the manuscript [14]
appears to have an unacknowledged error in the un-numbered equation between










v f q−ω− iγ
)]
However this is not of particular relevance to the discussion of second order nonlin-
earity pursued here and it is only noted for completeness. For now, one can use the
solution of the linear density matrix (as that is all that is required) to proceed with
the nonlinear response.
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5.5 Non-linear conductivity
Having solved for the linear density matrix upon interaction with a single electric
field, this perturbed system must now interact with a second field. To avoid confu-
sion the two fields are labelled with subscripts 1 and 2:
ρ
(2)

















Here one can replace Equation 5.5 to substitute for ρ(1):
ρ
(2)












− ( fl − fn)Hnl

















( fm − fl)
ωlm −ω− iγ −





One can now put in the time dependence of Hamiltonians as follows Hnl =
H′nle
−iω1t and Hlm = H′lme















( fm − fl)
ωlm −ω2 − iγ −
( fl − fn)




















( fm − fl)
ωlm −ω2 − iγ −
( fl − fn)




















( fm − fl)
ωlm −ω2 − iγ −
( fl − fn)

















( fm − fl)
ωlm −ω2 − iγ −
( fl − fn)
ωnl −ω1 − iγ
))(
ei(ωnm−ω1−ω2−iγ)te(iωnm+γ)t














( fm − fl)
ωlm −ω2 − iγ −
( fl − fn)
ωnl −ω1 − iγ
))(
e−i(ω1+ω2)t
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FIGURE 5.2: Band diagram showing the two triplet states relevant to
the DFG calculation. The red (green) arrow represents an excitation
from the low (high) frequency field and the pink arrow represents the
difference frequency oscillation at the plasmon wavevector q. Impor-
tantly, the energy difference between the levels is defined through the
momentum q and not the frequency of the incident light.
5.5.1 DFG susceptibility
Equation 5.6 is a generalised form of the density matrix in a second order pertur-
bation. The solution accounts for SHG (ω1 = ω2), optical rectification (ω1 = −ω2)
as well as sum frequency and difference frequency generation. However, this work
considers only the DFG possibilities where ω1 6= ω2 and consider the frequencies to
be of opposite sign. In order to isolate the terms of interest one can use the rotating
wave approximation (RWA), selecting the terms that oscillate with the frequency of
interest, in this case the DFG frequency. With two incident fields of frequency ωa
and ωb, one defines ω1 = ωa, ω2 = −ωb and ω3 = ωa −ωb.
With two incoming fields the relevant states are defined by Figure 5.2 similar to
Figure 2 of Yao [14].
ρ
(2)









( fm − fl)
ωlm −ωml − iγ −
( fl − fn)
ωnl −ωln − iγ
))(
e−i(ωnl−ωlm)t
ωnm − (ωlm −ωnl)− iγ
)
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( f3 − f1)
ω2 −ω13 − iγ −
( f1 − f4)
ω1 −ω41 − iγ
)
e−iω3t










( f2 − f4)
ω2 −ω42 − iγ −
( f4 − f1)
ω1 −ω41 − iγ
)
e−iω3t
ω12 −ω3 − iγ (5.8)
Also it is important to note the resonance that exists in these terms (ω3 = ω43 =
ω12) will be later smeared through integration. In order to obtain the polarisation
of the graphene sheet, one requires the expectation value of the dipole moment,
achieving this through the general property
〈Oˆ〉 = Tr(ρ.Oˆ),
which states that the expectation value of any operator Oˆ is given by the trace of that
operator on the density matrix. More specifically in the case of polarisation
~P = N.Tr(ρ.µˆ),
where N is the number of electrons. For now, the transition dipole moment between
two states n, m is defined as µnm. The transition dipole moment will be discussed in
greater depth in the Section 5.5.3.









Substituting values from Equations 5.7 and 5.8, and removing the stated time
dependence of interest (e−iω3t) to find the amplitude of the oscillation








( f3 − f1)
ω2 −ω13 − iγ −
( f1 − f4)
ω1 −ω41 − iγ
)
1









( f2 − f4)
ω2 −ω42 − iγ −
( f4 − f1)
ω1 −ω41 − iγ
)
1
ω12 −ω3 − iγ ,
where ∑1,3,4 represents that the sum is over a linked triplet of states, that is to say
the states do not have a specific vector or energy but do have specific differences in
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wavevectors corresponding to the wavevector of the incident light. Then using the
definition of Hˆint from Equation 5.3 and replacing the summation over linked states









ω43 −ω3 − iγ
(
( f1 − f3)
ω2 −ω13 − iγ +
( f1 − f4)




ω12 −ω3 − iγ
(
( f2 − f4)
ω2 −ω42 − iγ −
( f4 − f1)
ω1 −ω41 − iγ
)]
(5.9)
5.5.2 Approximation of the integral
The integral in Equation 5.9 should in principle be solved numerically, however as
with Yao [14], one looks for an estimate under the relevant experimental conditions







ω41 −ω2 − iγ +
f1 − f3
−ω31 +ω1 − iγ
)
µ34v31v12







ω41 −ωb − iγ +
f2 − f4
−ω42 +ωa − iγ
)
µ21v14v42
ω12 −ω3 − iγ
)
As per Figure 5.2, states 1 and 2 are occupied and states 3 and 4 are unoccupied.







ω41 −ω2 − iγ +
1
−ω31 +ω1 − iγ
)
µ34v41v13







ω41 −ω2 − iγ +
1
−ω42 +ω1 − iγ
)
µ21v14v42
ω12 −ω3 − iγ
)
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One now considers individual components and how they can be approximated. First





ωnm = v f (|~kn| − |~km|),
ωnm = v f (|~k1 + qn| − |~k1 + qm|),




2 − (k21 + 2qmk1 cos φm + q2m)
1
2 ).
As q < k1 one can entirely disregard the q2n,m terms and apply a Taylor expansion to
the remaining square root bracket,
ωnm = v f (sn(k21 + 2qnk1 cos φn)
1
2 − sm(k21 + 2qmk1 cos φm+)
1
2 )
















cos φn)− sm(1+ qmk1 cos φm)
)
As k1 is much larger than q then φn,m → φ1.





)− sm(1+ qmk1 )
)
There are two clear cases; that of an interband transition and intraband transition.
Intraband (sn = sm) : ωnm = v f (qn − qm) cos φ1
Interband (sn = −sm) : ωnm = ±2v f k1
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Only interband terms have significant contributions to denominators and intraband






2v f k1 −ω2 − iγ +
1










2v f k1 −ω2 − iγ +
1





In these expressions, the negative signs have been removed from the denominator
involving µ as has the coefficient of 1
(2pi)2 ; these will be reflected in the coefficients in








2v f k1 −ω1 − iγ +
1










2v f k1 −ω1 − iγ +
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Now, one can evaluate the velocity operators. Remembering the integration over
all space in the Bra-Ket is taken into account purely through the phasematching
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conditions applied.


























vnm = ±v f (i sin φ1)
v41 = +iv f sin φ1















For the µ terms one again assumes, like the velocity operators, that the integral
over all space has been performed to account for phase matching conditions.
µ21 =
ih¯e




〈2| v fσ |1〉
µ21 =
ie
v f q cos φ1
〈2| v fσ |1〉
µ21 =
ie






v21 = −v f cos φ1
µ21 = − ieq
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Looking at this term, one notes that in the denominator of the original expression is
the term z− iγ, this will resonant and provide the greatest contribution when z ∼ 0.
Since the integral is known to resonate around z = 0, one can ignore the first term in
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Next, the removed coefficients are restored, the approximation ω + iγ ∼ ω is sub-
stituted and g, a degeneracy factor incorporating both spin and valley degeneracy is




























here χ(2)xxx represents the tensor nature of susceptibility in general, but that only the
component of field generated along the xˆ- axis from electric fields oscillating parallel














This result is a factor of 2 different from the result quoted in Equation(5) of Yao [14].
However there are no clear steps to follow in that manuscript and one seeks an or-
der of magnitude estimate. There are two points to note here. The first is that this
result does not actually contain the resonance when phasematched to the plasmon
- that resonance is in the field generated at the phasematched conditions from the
nonlinear susceptibility. The second, as has been discussed, is that this result has a
dependence inversely proportional to q the in-plane wavevector component, creat-
ing a divergence in the response at normal incidence. This will be discussed in detail
in Section 5.5.3.
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5.5.3 The transition dipole moment
The transition dipole moment is, this work concludes, the heart of the problem with
this derivation. It is this which yields the divergence at small q and whilst the ori-
gin of this problem is still unclear, the result is clearly non-physical. The transition
dipole moment is expressed by Equation(4) of Yao [14] and in SI units is as follows,
~µsk,s′k′ = e. 〈s,~k|~r |s′,~k′〉 = ih¯ees′,k′ − es,k 〈s,
~k| v f~ˆσ |s′, k′〉 . (5.13)
This replacement is not directly explained by Yao [14] but the derivation of this is as
follows.
G = 〈s,~k| [Hˆ,~r] |s′,~k′〉
G = 〈s,~k| Hˆ~r |s′,~k′〉 − 〈s,~k|~rHˆ |s′,~k′〉
G = 〈s,~k| e~r |s′,~k′〉 − 〈s,~k|~re′ |s′,~k′〉
G = (e− e′) 〈s,~k|~r |s′,~k′〉 , (5.14)
(5.15)
and the solution to the same operation through the 2D Pauli spin matrix vector (~ˆσ =
σx xˆ + σyyˆ) is
G = 〈s,~k| [Hˆ,~r] |s′,~k′〉
G = 〈s,~k| [v f~ˆσ.~p,~r] |s′,~k′〉
G =∑
i
v f 〈s,~k| [σi pi, ri] |s′,~k′〉
G =∑
i
v f 〈s,~k| σi[pi, ri] |s′,~k′〉
G =∑
i
v f 〈s,~k| (−σiih¯) |s′,~k′〉
G = 〈s,~k| (−ih¯v f~ˆσ) |s′,~k′〉 . (5.16)
(5.17)
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If one combines Equations 5.14 and 5.16
−ih¯ 〈s,~k| v f~ˆσ |s′,~k′〉 = (e− e′) 〈s,~k|~r |s′,~k′〉 (5.18)
〈s,~k|~r |s′,~k′〉 = ih¯
e′ − e 〈s,
~k| v f~ˆσ |s′,~k′〉 (5.19)
For the purpose of this work, this replacement leads to the divergence, as the final
term is inversely proportional to the energy difference of the two states involved in
the transition. It is important to also consider the boundary conditions assumed by
Yao. The relevant condition stated is that the frequency of DFG oscillation is much
less than the associated frequency of the Fermi velocity momentum product (ω 
v f q), implying that this result is valid only for small wavevectors and consequently
small energy differences which is where the divergence occurs.
To avoid this divergence, one must focus the derivation on the conductivity of
the graphene sheet as opposed to susceptibility, eliminating the transition dipole
moment from the calculation. This revised derivation is explained in Section 5.5.4
5.5.4 Conductivity
This derivation was instigated through discussions with collaborators Dr. David
Zhaozhe Li and Prof. Darrick Chang. The final derivation was completed by D.Z. Li
who also wrote most of the mathematical derivation for the related paper[17].
The interaction of a vector potential ~A with an electron in a crystal potential
V(~r), with Hamiltonian Hˆ = ~ˆp2/2m + V(~r), can be incorporated into Hˆ via the
substitution ~ˆp→ ~ˆp+ e~A, where ~ˆp is the canonical momentum and e is the elemental
charge. For graphene the Hamiltonian is typically taken to be of a tight-binding
model, and the Peierls substitution [182] formally enables one to incorporate ~A into
such a model without the need to actually solve for the eigenstates of Hˆ with the
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Here T and T ′ are the diagonal and nearest-neighbour off-diagonal matrix ele-
ments of the Hamiltonian respectively in the basis of atomic orbitals in absence of
~A; (aˆ~Ri , aˆ
†
~Ri
) and (bˆ~Ri+~τl , bˆ
†
~Ri+~τl
) are annihilation and creation operators for the two
sublattices in graphene, with ~Ri, i = 1, ..., N denoting the sublattice sites, and τl ,
l = 1, 2, 3 denoting the vectors from a lattice site to its three nearest neighbours (see






In weak electromagnetic (EM) fields, both Hˆ and ~ˆj can be expanded in terms of





I + · · · and the superscripts indicating the order of ~A:
Hˆ0 = T ∑
i=1,...,N
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Crucially, the Peierls substitution yields terms in Equations 5.23, 5.25 and 5.26,
which cannot be obtained by replacing ~ˆp with ~ˆp + e~A in the Dirac Hamiltonian, as
done in previous works [15, 184, 185] (see Section 5.5.5). At the Dirac points, one
can perform a Fourier expansion on the operators (aˆ~Ri , aˆ
†
~Ri
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in which ΩB denotes the first Brillouin zone, ~k is the electron momentum and N
is the number of sites in one sublattice. One can then substitute these expansions
into the expressions of the Hamiltonian Equations. 5.21-5.23 and current density
operators Equations 5.24-5.26. As usual, near the two Dirac points ~K and −~K [186],
the operators can be expanded in orders of ~k referenced from ~K or −~K: ~k ∓ ~K →
~k. One can then derive equivalent spinor forms for Equations 5.21-5.26 in the first
quantisation picture. If only the terms to lowest order of~k are kept, then
Hˆ0 → vF~ˆσ · ~ˆp at ~K, and − vF~ˆσ∗ · ~ˆp at −~K, (5.28)
in which the Fermi velocity vF =
√
3aT ′/2h¯, with a being the lattice constant of
the underlying sublattices, and ~ˆσ ≡ σˆx xˆ + σˆyyˆ with σˆx,y representing the Pauli spin
matrices. Meanwhile, for HˆI :
Hˆ(1)I → ±evF A(~r, t)σˆx, (5.29)
with “+" at ~K and “−" at −~K, and for simplicity one assumes ~A is along the x-axis.







at both ~K and −~K, where ~A has been taken to be in the form
~A (~r, t) = (1/2) ∑
m=1,2
[
Am xˆ ei(qmx−ωmt) + c.c.
]
, (5.31)
where qm is the in-plane component of the momentum and only kept the terms that
give rise to a perturbation at ω = ω1 − ω2 and q = q1 − q2 (DFG). For Hˆ0 one finds




ei~k·~rχs, with χs =
 1
seiθ~k
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Here s = ±1 is the band index, ξ is the area of the graphene sheet, and θ~k is the polar
angle of~k. Similarly, the spinor forms of the current densities can be found as






x → ± e
3a2vF
32h¯
A1A∗2ei(qx−ωt)σˆx “+” at ~K and “−” at −~K.
(5.34)
The expectation value of the current density in the presence of the fields can be




, where ρˆ is the (self-consistent) single-particle density
matrix. The matrix elements can be calculated by using the time evolution equation
dρˆ/dt = (i/h¯)
[
ρˆ, Hˆ0 + HˆI
]
and solving the density matrix ρˆ = ∑n ρˆ(n) perturba-
tively in powers of HˆI .
5.5.5 Linear conductivity
In previous works calculating graphene conductivities using the vector potential [15,
184, 185], the authors typically replace ~ˆp by ~ˆp + e~A in the Dirac Hamiltonian. How-
ever, the linear current thus calculated has a term that diverges when the integration
limit of the electronic momenta is taken to be infinity. This issue was fixed in [184]
by adding an artificial quadratic term to the Dirac Hamiltonian. In this section it is
shown that when both Equations 5.24 and 5.25 are included in the calculation this
problematic term is cancelled and one automatically obtains the correct form for the
linear conductivity, thus no artificial term needs to be introduced to regularize the
calculation.
To begin with one considers the current response to an in-plane electric field
described by a vector potential ~A (~r, t) = (1/2)A xˆ ei(~q·~r−ωt)+ c.c., where~q = qxˆ. The
current generated at ~q and ω is calculated through the expectation value of jˆx (~q) =
2/ξ e−iqx jˆx (~r) , applied to the density matrix













x (~q)mn , (5.35)
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where the superscripts (0), (1), ... denote the order of ~A included in the terms. Ac-







ω−ωnm + iγ 〈n| σˆxe
iqx |m〉 e−iωt. (5.36)
The matrix elements of the current density operators can be obtained by using Equa-
tions 5.32-5.34. Now, one can substitute these results into Equation 5.35. Then the
summation of states is replaced by an integral over Bloch momenta~k, introducing
an upper bound on the range of integration k < kc (which approximately captures




















where kF is the Fermi wavevector. If kc is extended to infinity like in a free-electron
gas, Equation 5.37 will yield a divergent linear current, as discussed by Wang [184].
The second term gives zero. Next This strong dependence on kc is shown to be
cancelled by the lowest order non-zero contribution to the second term. The linear
current density operator Equation 5.25 is expanded to first order of~k, and obtain an










±σˆx pˆx + 13 σˆy pˆy
)
, (5.38)
where “+” or “−” sign corresponds to the Dirac point ~K or −~K. Now the second

















One notes kF  kc and a2k3F  kF, thus Equation 5.39 cancels with the kc term
in Equation 5.37 at kc = 3
√
2/a ≈
∣∣∣~K∣∣∣, the edge of the Brillouin zone[187]. An
exact calculation beyond the Dirac cone approximation would also result in the same
qualitative cancellation and a small correction depending on the details of the entire
band structure.
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Eliminating A by ~E = −∂~A/∂t in the expression of 〈 jˆx (~q)〉, using the definition
~j = σ(1)~E where σ(n) denotes the nth order conductivity, and multiplying by the




















which is in agreement with the result derived by various other theoretical approaches,
e.g. using a scalar potential [188]. One sees that both ~ˆj0 and ~ˆj(1) (Equations 5.24 and
5.25) play an important role in obtaining the correct linear conductivity; they are ac-
tually analogous to the paramagnetic and diamagnetic parts of current respectively
in the case of free electrons coupled to a vector potential. However the replacement
~ˆp→ ~ˆp+ e~A in the Dirac Hamiltonian would only yield the “paramagnetic” part and
therefore give incorrect result for the linear current. Thus the Dirac Hamiltonian is
insufficient when using a vector potential and one has to start with the original tight-
binding Hamiltonian. The issue with using a vector potential with the Dirac Hamil-
tonian has been known before, as was pointed out in the works studying optical sum
rules [186, 187].
This work considers the nonlinear current in response to the EM fields described
by ~A (~r, t) = (1/2)∑m=1,2
[
Am xˆ ei(qmx−ωmt) + c.c.
]
, at difference frequency ω3 =
ω1−ω2 and wavevector q3 = q1− q2. Similar to Equation 5.35 the nonlinear current
can be calculated using the density matrix as



















Using Equations 5.32 and 5.34, one finds the first term in Equation 5.41 vanishes
due to the angular integral. For the second term in the summation, one notes using
Equations 5.32, 5.34 and 5.36 that j(1)x (~q3)mn flips sign at ~K and −~K whilst ρ(1)nm stays
the same, thus the two contributions at ~K and −~K cancel. There are two distinctive
contributions to the matrix element ρ(2)nm in the third term: there is one contribution
coming from the nonlinear vector potential interaction Equation 5.30, which when
acting upon the equilibrium density matrix ρˆ(0) (see Equation 5.2) produces density
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matrix ρˆ(2) oscillating at the difference frequency:
ρ
(2)





ω−ωnm + iγ 〈n| σˆxe
iqx |m〉 e−iω3t. (5.42)
This term flips sign at ~K and −~K, while j(0)x (~q3)mn does not. Thus the two con-
tributions at ~K and −~K cancel. There is a further contribution coming from the
frequency 1(2) component in the linear interaction Equation 5.29 acting upon ρˆ(0)
through Equation 5.2 to generate a first order perturbation ρˆ(1), and then the fre-
quency 2(1) component in Hˆ(1)I acting upon ρˆ
(1), and generating a nonlinear per-
















−ω2 −ωlm + iγ −
fl − fn
ω1 −ωnl + iγ
)
× 〈n| σˆxeiq1x |l〉 〈l| σˆxe−iq2x |m〉 , (5.43)
and the reverse whe q1 ↔ −q2,ω1 ↔ −ω2. One can then carry out the summation
in Equation 5.41. All band combinations need to be considered (sn, sm, sl = ±1).
The summation can be transformed to an integral, which in general needs to be
evaluated numerically. However one can also expand the kernel in terms of q3, and
extract the leading order contributions. Under the experimental conditions of both
[181] and [35]: (i.e. ω3 < ωF  ω1 ≈ ω2), one obtains














where the current contribution at −~K is the same. Thus, changing the potentials to
electric fields, using the definition 〈 jˆ(2)x (~q3)〉 = σ(2)E1E∗2 , and introducing the spin
and valley degeneracy factor of 4, one finally reaches










wherein (ω, v)F are the Fermi angular frequency and velocity.
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5.6 Comparison to field
5.6.1 Other theoretical works
Yao[14] was the first to derive the nonlinear conductivity in graphene relevant to
DFG. In Figure 5.3, this derived second order nonlinear response (Equation(5) of
Yao [14] converted to σ(2)) is plotted along with experimental results from Constant
[35], recent perturbative calculations [184] and this work’s Equation 5.45. It is impor-
tant to note first that the results of Wang [184] and Cheng [185] strongly agree with
this work’s own, suggesting this is the correct prediction from perturbation theory
(in addition Tokman [15] and Rostami [189] achieve the same result except a factor of
2 which may be due to definitions not clearly identified). However, there is a rather
large discrepancy between Equation 5.45 and the model derived by Yao [14], which
were derived for identical conditions using perturbation theory. Moreover, the con-
ductivity derived by Yao [14] has a non-physical divergence for q3 → 0 as discussed
in Section 5.5.3. While the origin has not been clearly identified (beyond its root in
the transition dipole moment), in a centrosymmetric material such as graphene this
behavior is paradoxical. Meanwhile, the conductivity from Equation 5.45 tends to
zero as q3 → 0, as it must in graphene due to symmetry arguments. Depending on
the value of q3 in Figure 5.3, the magnitude of σ(2) predicted by Equation 5.45 is at
least 4 orders lower than that found by Yao [14].
Only Rostami [189] predicted a response similar to that of Constant[35], how-
ever Rostami showed that this agreement was only possible when invoking an ex-
tremely low decay rate (noted as "formally divergent"). This low decay rate is itself
non-phsyical and also results in extraordinarily narrow resonances as can be seen in
Figure 8 of [189].
5.6.2 Experimental work
The first experimental signatures attributed to DFG of plasmons were found by
Constant[35]. In this experiment, by illuminating the graphene with two tunable,
femtosecond laser pulses (“pump” and “probe”) with well-defined angles of inci-
dence but different frequencies, Constant[35] was able to phase-match to the plas-
mon. The geometry of the experiment is the same as that chosen for our theoretical
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calculation defined in Figure 5.1. The graphene supports tightly guided plasmons
with a dispersion relation ωpl(k). The differential reflectance of the probe pulse ∆R
was seen to change significantly whenever the difference frequency and wavevector
were aligned to the plasmon dispersion relation, ωpl(~k1−~k2) = ω1−ω2, suggesting
efficient plasmon excitation via DFG. In practice, a range of difference frequencies
and wavevectors were scanned by continuously varying the pump wavelength, and
by choosing different discrete incident beam angles.
TABLE 5.1: Differential reflectivity, normalized to pump fluence Φ,
and experimentally determined σ(2) extracted using the model of
[35] for three geometries (a), (b) and (c). For all geometries λprobe =
615.73nm.






nm THz (mJ−1cm2) (fAmV−2)
(a) 45o 55o 607 7.0 -0.0097 24
(b) 50o 70o 597 15.3 -0.025 75
(c) 125o 15o 587 23.8 0.062 180
Constant investigated three experimental geometries (noted in Table 5.1) with
different angles of incidence, θ. One of the resonant conditions is examined for
each of the three experimental geometries, as defined in Table 5.1. Assuming the
differential reflection signals arise from DFG, one can use the model introduced in
the Supplementary Information of Constant[35] to estimate a value for σ(2) for each
measurement. The results of this analysis, i.e. values of σ(2) which describe the
experimental signals, are also shown in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.3 compares the experimental values of σ(2) from Constant[35] and the-
oretical predictions from Equation(5.45), Wang[184] and X. Yao[14]. Firstly, the q3
dependence of Yao[14] clearly differs greatly from that of both the experiment and
the near-linear predictions of other theoretical derivations. The experimental mag-
nitudes of σ(2) are also significantly lower than the prediction of X. Yao[14], and
several orders higher than those from recent perturbative works[15, 185, 184].
To date, Rostami[189] is the only other theoretical work (excluding Yao[14]) to
predict a similar response for graphene, and only by invoking an unphysically low
decay rate for the plasmon (resulting in extraordinarily narrow resonances with
a FWHM  1nm). More recently, a similar experiment has been carried out by
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FIGURE 5.3: Comparison of the nonlinear conductivity σ(2)(ω3, q3)
derived here from Equation(5.45) with other results derived using
perturbation theory: Equation(5) from X. Yao[14]. All theoretical
curves are plotted for a Fermi energy of 500meV and difference fre-
quency of 15.3THz. [Experimental estimates from Constant[35], for
the different experimental geometries (a), (b), (c) (Table. 5.1) are indi-
cated by black crosses.]
B. Yao[181] in a waveguiding geometry, and the theory from X. Yao[14] was used
to model the experimental signals. While the geometries of B. Yao[181] and Con-
stant[35] are significantly different, similar signals were observed in each experi-
ment. Therefore, ignoring the nonphysical results in X. Yao[14], the large discrep-
ancy between both experiments and the theoretical consensus points to a second
order response that is not purely perturbative, as originally interpreted. Therefore
other possible contributions which might account for the discrepancy between per-




The first consideration to solving this discrepancy is to consider how the experi-
mental system differs, if at all, from the theoretical model. Clearly the presence of
a substrate is one such difference of note, and could contribute to the second order
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response. This work therefore first sought to model response that could come from
the substrate. This derivation was made and presented by Prof. Darrick Chang and
is placed here for completeness of the investigative process.
This section considers the contribution of the second order nonlinearity of the
quartz substrate used in experiment[35]. The analysis significantly simplifies if the
nonlinear polarization is generated far from a phase-matching condition of the bulk,
and depletion (the reduction of beam intensity due to the investigated processes)
can be ignored, as should be the situation for Constant[35]. In this case, the pump
and probe fields generate a polarization in quartz, given by
P3(~r, t) = e0χ(2)ei[(
~kT1−~kT2)·~r−(ω1−ω2)t]t1t∗2EI1E∗I2 , (5.46)
where χ(2) is the second order susceptibility of the substrate,~kTi, ti, and EIi denote
the wavevector on the transmitted (substrate) side, transmission coefficient, and the
incident field amplitude of the pump (i = 1) and the probe (i = 2) fields respectively.
The transmission coefficients ti are given in Appendix A. The subscript i = 3 indi-
cates quantities corresponding to the difference frequency signal at ω3 = ω1 − ω2.
As charge density waves in graphene are driven by an electric field, one must relate









Here, the subscript “s” denotes that this is an effective source field that will later
drive a response in the graphene (distinct from the resulting plasmon field). Also,
e3 = n(ω3)2 indicates the permittivity of quartz evaluated at the difference fre-
quency, with the model of the frequency dependent n(ω) given in the Appendix
A. Due to the plane-wave nature of P3, E3s takes on the same spatial and frequency
dependence. In our regime of interest, the spatial derivative of the field, |∇2E3s| =
|~kT1 −~kT2|2E3s, is significantly larger than the time derivative. This is because the
pump and probe fields are chosen to phase-match with surface plasmons in graphene
(thus the associated wavevectors are much larger than free-space fields at the differ-
ence frequency). Thus the field amplitude created by the nonlinear polarization is
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well approximated by




In particular, it should be noted that a large wavevector mismatch results in strong
suppression of the field. To simplify the discussion, one considers the scenario which
produces the highest field, i.e. in which E3s is completely polarized along xˆ (parallel
to the graphene sheet) so that it maximally drives a charge density wave in graphene.
As shown below, even in this best case scenario, the generated field is rather small.
Since the nonlinear response is considered here to be completely within the sub-
strate, which provides an effective source field E3s, the remaining part of the calcula-
tion is completely linear in its nature. Using the conventions in Figure 5.1, one takes
“reflected” and “transmitted” field components of unknown amplitude, which cor-
respond to the plasmon field on the vacuum and substrate sides. The wavevector
along xˆ for these fields is equal to q3 = qT1 − qT2, where qT1 and qT2 are the in-plane
components of~kT1 and~kT2, while the perpendicular components must satisfy the re-
spective dispersion relations for each side of the interface, e.g., k2T3z = e3(ω3/c)
2− q23.
Similar to the procedures to solve the pump (probe) field laid out in the methods,
the two unknown field amplitudes can be readily solved by taking E3s to be the inci-
dent field on the substrate side, and enforcing electromagnetic boundary conditions
at the vacuum-graphene-quartz interface, which yields the following parallel-field
component on the substrate side, evaluated at the graphene layer (z = 0),
Epl = −E3s (ce0 + σ
(1)(ω3) sin θ3) sin φ3
ce0 sin φ3 + sin θ3(ce0n3 + σ(1)(ω3) sin φ3)
. (5.49)
Here, σ(1)(ω3) is the linear conductivity of graphene evaluated at frequency ω3.
Specifically one can numerically evaluate Epl for geometry (b) in [35]. Taking a
value of χ(2) = 0.3 pmV−1 for quartz [190], one finds that Epl ≈ 15 Vm−1. The mod-
elling in [35] predicts a considerably larger value for the inferred plasmon field in
experiment of ≈ 8× 104 Vm−1. Therefore it is concluded that the substrate nonlin-
earity contributes significantly to the signals observed in [35]. However, one notes
that this substrate model does not consider any surface enhanced nonlinearity. Its
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FIGURE 5.4: Intensity pattern generated from the interference of two
beams in geometry (b) (θpump = 70o, θprobe = 50o, λpump = 587nm,
λprobe = 617.53nm). The temperature gradient in the sample follows
this pattern and generates photothermal currents when thermalising.
The pattern propagates, phase-matched to the difference frequency
field, with wavevector q3 = q1 − q2. This intensity pattern exhibits
the same distribution as the AC temperature component of Equation
5.53.
theoretical modelling would require experimental measurements of surface nonlin-
ear coefficients relevant to our system, which is not readily available in the literature.
5.7.2 Photothermal effects
It is known that excitation of graphene carriers by intense femtosecond pulses (Φ ≈
0.1mJcm−2 with pulse width ∼ 100fs in [35]) is not perturbative in nature. The elec-
tron temperature is raised by several thousand kelvin under such excitation[191] and
is not in equilibrium with the phonon temperature. Furthermore, under geometries
similar to those used in B. Yao[181] and Constant[35], heating due to optical illumi-
nation is not homogeneous. When two or more light sources of similar frequency are
incident on an interface at oblique angles, the result will be a near stationary inter-
ference pattern such as that shown in Figure 5.4. When the frequencies are slightly
different, the pattern will propagate in the plane with a velocity equal to ω3/q3.
The pattern shown in Figure 5.4 represents a spatial distribution of electron tem-
peratures, which must necessarily thermalise, upon thermalising this pattern will
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give rise to real currents by at least two possible mechanisms which are the photo-
Dember effect and the Seebeck effect. When developing this theory the Seebeck ef-
fect was a better quantified effect in graphene among the literature so this effect was
modelled. Therefore the expected response of a current generated via the Seebeck
effect is derived.
5.7.3 Modelling the Seebeck effect
The Seebeck model was initially conceptualised by Prof. Euan Hendry and expanded
through discussions with Justus Bohn and the author. It was further extended to the
final derivation by Dr. David Li.











∣∣∣∣ cos(q3x−ω3t)]+O (E22x) . (5.50)
Here E1x and E2x are the in-plane components of the pump and probe fields respec-
tively, and the probe field is assumed to be much weaker than the pump field. The
ratio of the in-plane components can be calculated as
|E2x/E1x| = (t(L)2 sin φ2)/(t(L)1 sin φ1)
√
I2/I1, (5.51)
with I1 and I2 being the incident intensities of the pump and probe beams respec-
tively, and the linear transmission coefficient t(L)i (i = 1, 2) is given in Appendix A
considering only the linear optical conductivity of graphene. Using the parameters
in the experiment of Constant[35], one obtains |E2x/E1x| ≈ 0.1.
The intensity pattern acts as a heat source for the temperature distribution which,






= βI(x, t)− y(T − T0), (5.52)
where α is the diffusivity, β is the heating rate due to the intensity pattern, and y is
the relaxation rate back to the equilibrium temperature T0. Due to the linearity of
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the equation, it can be readily solved in the Fourier domain, in which when taking
into account Equation 5.50 the solution takes the form
T(x, t) = T0 + Tdc + Tac cos(q3x−ω3t−Ψ). (5.53)
Here, Tdc is the (large) position- and time-independent temperature increase arising
from the incident lasers, while Tac represents a position- and time-varying tempera-
ture oscillation that must necessarily be generated in the presence of moving inten-
sity interference pattern. Ψ denotes a phase offset between the intensity and temper-
ature modulations, whose specific form is not relevant here. Substituting T(x, t) into
Equation 5.52, in the regime of interest y  ω3, one obtains |Tac|/Tdc ≈ 0.2 y/ω3.
As expected, the temperature modulation Tac is reduced significantly as the oscilla-
tion frequency ω3 increases with respect to the damping rate. It is known that in-
tense, femtosecond pulses similar to those in [35] lead to Tdc of approximately 2000
K[191]. The relaxation rate y is due to electron-phonon scattering, and a value of
y ≈ 1/(100 fs)[191] is taken. At ω3 = 2pi × 10 THz these parameters give a temper-
ature modulation Tac = 60 K.
The Seebeck effect enables the generation of a source current in the presence of
a temperature gradient, and this can be described by js(ω3, q3) = σ(1)(ω3)q3S |Tac|,
where S is called the Seebeck coefficient. In principle, the Seebeck coefficient could
be frequency and wavevector dependent. However, this dependence has not been
measured carefully in literature, nor is it straightforward to calculate from first prin-
ciples. There have been several measurements of the Seebeck effect in graphene,
both in DC experiments (S ≈ 5 × 10−5 V/K [192], S ≈ 8 × 10−5 V/K [193]) and
under illumination from 100 fs pulses (S ≈ 10−4 V/K [194]). Whilst it is hard to pre-
dict how the Seebeck effect behaves on 10 fs timescales relevant here (corresponding
to peak to peak propagation time of the intensity pattern in Figure 5.4), it is likely
that photothermal effects will be higher on ballistic timescales, as with other mate-
rials[195]. Here a conservative value of S ≈ 10−4V/K reported by Tielrooij [194] is
used.
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Now using the standard EM boundary conditions at the graphene layer (see Fig-
ure 5.1), with the aid of the charge continuity equation, one can find the relation be-
tween the electric fields and the surface current density at the difference frequency
ω3. Note now the Seebeck effect contribution needs to be added to the surface cur-
rent density:
jx(ω3, q3) = σ(1)(ω3)E3x + js(ω3, q3). (5.54)
Then solving the equations of the boundary conditions (see Appendix A for more
details), one obtains for the electric field at the difference frequency:




σ(1)(ω3)q3S |Tac| sin φ3, (5.55)
where t(L)3 is the linear transmission coefficient at frequency and wavevector ω3, q3.
For geometry (b) of Constant[35] one finds a magnitude of E3x, when on plasmon
resonances, of Epl ≈ 2.3× 103 V/m.
Just as the pump and probe fields can generate a plasmon field through the See-
beck effect, a back-action effect (involving Seebeck mixing of the plasmon and pump
fields) results in a change of the probe differential reflectance. In principle, this
could be rigorously calculated in a manner similar to above, but this would require
knowledge of the Seebeck coefficient at optical frequencies, which has never been
measured or calculated. However, one can nonetheless obtain an approximate value
for the differential reflection, by exploiting conservation of energy. In particular, in
steady state, the number of plasmons dissipated per unit time must equal the rate
of photons removed from (added to) the pump (probe) beam. There are two con-
tributions to the energy dissipation at the difference frequency: both the graphene
layer and the substrate will exhibit absorption. For graphene, the power loss per
unit area from absorption can be found by Pg = (1/2)Re σ(1)(ω3)|E3x|2[196]. In the
experiment, the substrate itself (quartz) can provide a non-negligible loss, through
coupling with phonons. The corresponding power loss per unit area can be calcu-





] |E3|2, where this work’s model for the
frequency-dependent refractive index n(ω) is provided in the Methods. Then, the
number of photons, at the difference frequency, absorbed per unit time and area
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is Γd = (Pg + Ps)/h¯ω3. At the individual photon level of a DFG process, an in-
coming pump photon breaks down to an outgoing probe photon and a plasmon,
and therefore the number of plasmons created is also equal to the number of newly
generated probe photons that enter either the reflected or transmitted beam. The
number of photons per unit time and area in the incident probe beam is simply
Γin = I2 sin θ2/h¯ω2. Thus the order of magnitude of the differential reflectance of
the probe beam can be estimated as ∆R/R ∼ Γd/Γin. For configuration (b) in Table
5.1, the peak differential reflectance, after normalizing to the fluence (0.1 mJ cm−2)
is estimated to be ∼ 7× 10−7 mJ−1cm2. Although the Seebeck effect and the elec-
tronic nonlinearity σ(2) are completely independent effects, nonetheless to facilitate
a better comparison, one can ask what hypothetical value of nonlinear conductivity
σ
(2)
S would be required, in order to produce the same current as predicted from the




2x. One finds a value of σ
(2)
S ≈ 3.1× 10−15AmV−2.
5.8 Conclusions
The second order response of graphene has been a contentious issue for many years
due to its forbidden nature. Until the work of Constant [35], there was little exper-
imental work on graphene’s second order response as many predicted it to be low.
The almost simultaneous development of Yao’s theory in 2014 [14], with the exper-
imental work of Constant in 2015 [35], pushed the idea that this effect is stronger
than first suspected. However, as more groups looked to verify the theoretical work
of Yao it has become increasingly clear that Yao’s prediction is too high [184, 15, 197].
Thus presenting a large discrepancy between the experimental results of Constant
(σ(2) ≈ 10−14− 10−13AmV−2) and physical theoretical models (σ(2) ≈ 10−17AmV−2).
This work was the first to address this problematic discrepancy and upon in-
vestigating it, lead to the first photothermal model of nonlinear effects in graphene.
Whilst the model relies on many parameters that are either entirely unquantified, or
difficult to measure and sample specific as discussed earlier, it provides a predicted
response that is both physical and significantly higher than perturbative models by
around two orders of magnitude (σ(2) ≈ 3× 10−15AmV−2).
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This model provides a crucial step in understanding the unusually high second
order response of graphene. Should one wish to harness graphene as a nonlinear
material it is vital that the fundamental mechanism well understood, in order to op-
timise and investigate this effect appropriately. As such it is also crucial that what is
not or very unlikely to be the fundamental cause is ruled out and this has seemingly
been overlooked in this case until the work generated through this investigation.
Photothermal effects are predicted to be strong in comparison to second order effects
in graphene in part due to the inherent weakness of second order effects. However
sample photo-excitation is affecting other nonlinear responses such as the measured
χ(3) in graphene [18].
The future of this model and other photothermal models depends on firmly es-
tablishing the fast cooling dynamics of graphene which is not well known. Once
this is well characterised along with a samples second order response a more exact
theory can be developed and put to test which may account for a more significant




Four-wave mixing in graphene
6.1 Impact
The work presented in this chapter discusses a possible cascaded response of graphene
wherein one observes a four-wave mixing process that has an intermediate stage
which is phasematched to the surface plasmon polariton in graphene. The work
presented here shows conclusively that this cascaded effect is smaller than the four-
wave mixing signal generated by the graphene sheet independent of phase match-
ing. As such this no outputs were generated from this work beyond the work con-
tained in this thesis. However, an estimation of the magnitude of χ(3) is obtained to
add to the body of work in the literature.
6.2 Motivation
The natural extension to Chapter 5 was to investigate the third order response of
graphene. Additionally, the second order response of a centrosymmetric material
such as graphene is forbidden within the dipole approximation [198], meaning any
second order interaction is expected to be very weak. In contrast, the third order
interaction is allowed in a centrosymmetric material, therefore it is possible that third
order effects in graphene could be of similar size or even greater than second order.
The third order response of graphene is of great interest due to the possibility of
cascaded effects. A cascaded effect is one which comprises two separate interactions,
in this case a third order interaction can consist of two individual second order steps.
In certain geometries cascaded third order interactions have been shown to be very
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FIGURE 6.1: A table of measured values for graphene’s χ(3) in differ-
ent systems. Table credit: Jiang [199]. The references here correspond
to the original manuscript [199], in this work they are [200, 201, 202,
203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 153, 210] in descending order.
strong. When optimised, Smirnova [57] showed that the overall third order response
could be enhanced by a factor of 5 through cascaded interactions.
This work set out with the goal of observing and quantifying resonant behaviour
based on plasmon coupling within a four-wave mixing signal. This potential en-
hancement is investigated in the Fourier image of the four-wave mixing (FWM) light
and its spatial pattern distribution in that plane. The literature shows great varia-
tion for the third order nonlinearity of graphene (see figure 6.1[199]), and seemingly
very dependent on measurement setup. Therefore, it is also productive to quantify
the third order response in this setup on and off resonance with the plasmon.
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FIGURE 6.2: Energy level diagrams of two possible four-wave mixing
combinations. Panel a represents a standard FWM process that takes
place in a single interaction. Here the energy levels of intermediate
states are virtual and the process is represented by a single χ(3). Panel
b represents the cascaded process that is formed of two independent
interactions. Each interaction is represented by its own χ(2), one for a
difference frequency process and one for a sum frequency.
6.2.1 Cascaded third order effects
A cascaded effect is one in which the resultant signal is generated through multi-
ple processes, in this case a four-wave mixing signal of frequency 2ω1 − ω2 which
is generated through a two step process. Firstly a difference frequency interaction
generates a field at frequency ω1 − ω2, this is followed by a sum frequency process
that results in a field at 2ω1 −ω2. This process is illustrated in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2 demonstrates two processes resulting in the same FWM signal. In
this case, Panel a shows the traditional FWM response through a single χ(3) interac-
tion, whilst Panel b represents a cascaded process of two second order interactions.
This process is a real physical effect, however in an isolated system this contribution
would be much smaller than the third order process, since it requires two separate
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χ(2) interactions. However, it is possible this interaction couples to a real energy level
corresponding to the surface plasmon in graphene. Due to the plasmon coupling,
the field generated at this intermediate level is enhanced, leading to an enhanced
overall cascaded effect.
With any non-linear wave-mixing, the overlap of the pulses in time is crucial,
and will have a large effect on the signal observed. When introducing an interme-
diate state one must take a similar consideration for the ‘up-conversion’ interaction.
However, instead of the temporal overlap of the pulses, one must consider the life-
time of the intermediate state and the pulse length of the up-converting photon. For
this experiment the pulse length is considered to be sufficiently short at 8ps, as the
lifetime of graphene plasmons is expected to be tens of picoseconds or more [211].
Cascaded effects have already been observed in graphene, with significant ef-
fective third order nonlinearities observed in wave-guide geometries [57]. As such,
observing the FWM response of graphene, in particular one that is enhanced by a
resonant plasmon mode, is a high priority for graphene nonlinear optics.
6.2.2 Fourier imaging of four-wave mixing
To illustrate the enhancement from a resonant process, ideally one should simul-
taneously image the resonant and non-resonant FWM signals. This is achieved by
isolating the FWM signal from any incident beams (unlike many nonlinear experi-
ments which measure the reflected probe beam e.g. [35]). In order to analyse phase-
matching enhancement in the nonlinear signal, the signal is imaged in the Fourier
plane. Fourier plane imaging is standard in optics, therefore only the concepts di-
rectly related to this experiment will be covered here. The entire experimental setup
is described in Chapter 4.
Figure 6.3 shows a simple example of an imaging setup specifically relating the
Fourier plane and the image plane. In essence, a lens, when considered at its focal
lengths, will perform a Fourier transform on the beam. This means that while the im-
age plane represents information about the spatial position of light sources from the
image plane, the Fourier plane will represent the wavevectors of those light sources.
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FIGURE 6.3: Representation of the Fourier transform applied through
a lens. Panel a represents the two point sources located at different
points in the image plane. Both points sources here are considered
to emit uniformly in all directions. As shown in the Fourier plane,
both point sources have identical spatial profiles in the Fourier plane,
that is uniform distribution across all possible wavevectors. Panel b
represents a single point source with an enhancement at a specified
magnitude of wavevector, although independent of direction of that
wavevector. In this case one observes a uniform distribution in the
background with an enhanced ring at the specific wavevector.
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As this process is symmetric, it can be exploited by patterning the beam at an objec-
tive lens to narrow the range of wavevectors in the illumination. This is discussed
in Chapter 4.
6.2.3 Modelled expectations of a resonant process
The goal of this work is to measure the Fourier plane of a FWM signal, in particular
one that is enhanced by a resonant second order state. Using three input signals to
generate an output signal drastically increases the complexity of that signal’s Fourier
plane, as a result of wavevector combinations available. The Fourier plane contains
a huge amount of information regarding the FWM signal, and thus it is crucial to
simplify the measurement. The best way to do this is to limit the range of input
wavevectors with the use of a mask. The mask creates a pattern on the back aperture
of the microscope that defines the input wavevectors of the high frequency beam
(ω1), while the low frequency beam (ω2) completely illuminates the back aperture
creating a wide range of input wavevectors. This is represented in Figure 6.4 on
the dispersion diagram for the investigated FWM process. Chapter 4 shows the full
setup of the FWM experiment, including the mask used for the input beam.
Figure 6.4 shows two opposite wavevectors for the incident high frequency beam
which is crucial for two reasons. Firstly, it allows the resultant FWM signal to lie
within the light cone. If the mixing process were to use two photons of the same
wavevector from the ω1 source the resultant FWM field would not be able to prop-
agate as it would have far too high a wavevector for the resultant frequency (illus-
trated by the translucent green arrow in Figure 6.4). Secondly, the only FWM signal
that can be observed in the far field will be one where the wavevectors of the two ω1
photons approximately cancel out in any enhanced FWM signal. This also simplifies
the analysis as the resultant wavevector of the enhanced signal is equivalent to the
wavevector of the ω2 photon which coupled.
One can perform a FWM process as the convolution of the three input beams.
The calculation is mathematically simplified if one uses the convolution theorem.
The convolution theorem states that the convolution of two beams can be calculated
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FIGURE 6.4: Dispersion diagram representing the experimental
setup. The grey shaded region represents the light cone, that is com-
binations of frequency and wavevector that can propagate in free
space and are not bound to a surface. The arrows represent the pho-
tons used in the experiment, as noted in the legend. The red trian-
gle represents the range of photons available from the low frequency
beam, with the solid red base representing the full range of coupled
wavevectors. The solid red arrow shows and enhanced FWM signal
when coupling to the surface plasmon dispersion. The translucent
green arrow represents the final transition of a plasmon enhanced
FWM process that is not allowed to propagate in the far field due
to a high in-plane wavevector.
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by the inverse Fourier transform of the pointwise product of their Fourier trans-
forms. Mathematically for two arbitrary functions f and g one can state





where ~ represents the convolution and F represents the Fourier transform. This
process can, in principle, be performed in frequency space or momentum space,
here the momentum space calculation provides more information. This is because,
as noted in Figure 6.4, we can couple to a range of wavevectors but only one fre-
quency. In this form a FWM process is indistinguishable from a cascaded second or-
der process as the pointwise multiplication is order invariant. In order to estimate an
enhancement at the DFG step one can perform the convolution of two signals, then
multiply by an enhancement matrix representing the plasmon, before once again
























where DFGen is the plasmon enhanced DFG field arising from the coupling to the
surface plasmon represented by P. The functional inputs are now labelled S and I to
represent the signal and the idler beams.
One assumes the input signals to comprise a Gaussian beam backfilling the aper-
ture, representing the idler beam, and two area of approximately uniform intensity,
representing the masked signal beam. The matrices used for the calculations are dis-
played in Figure 6.5. One can now calculate the DFG response, and the enhanced
response when coupling to the plasmon. Figure 6.6 shows the DFG field along with
the plasmon enhancement matrix and the enhanced DFG field. The enhancement
matrix is modeled with a maximal enhancement factor (EF) of 10, this corresponds
to a rough estimation of the quality factor (Q-factor) of the plasmon in graphene, as
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FIGURE 6.5: Input matrices used for the signal and idler beam con-
sidered at the back aperture of the microscope. The hard circular edge
defines the back aperture of the microscope objective.
noted in Section 5.7.3. This enhancement then takes the form






where kplas is the plasmon wavevector calculated from Equation 3.2, σ defines the
linewidth, giving a FWHM of ≈ 0.4µm−11, and θDFG is the angle the wavevector
to the vertical. The trigonometric term cos θDFG accounts for the polarisation of the
light, taking the TM projection of the incident intensity which can excite the plas-
mon.
The expectation of the FWM signal in the Fourier plane is displayed in Fig-
ure 6.7. In this representation one observes a background signal across the whole
Fourier plane corresponding to a non-resonant FWM process. However at a specific
wavevector (when coupling to the plasmon) there will be an enhancement in the
FWM signal. The position of the enhanced signal in the Fourier plane can be pre-
dicted through knowledge of the plasmon dispersion in graphene and the incident
beams (see Equation 3.2 in Chapter3). However, the result presented here is a figu-
rative one to visually represent the expectation of FWM, and serves as a comparison
for experimentally obtained Fourier images.
1This is a slightly larger value than Constant gives for the linewidth (0.1µm−1)[35] for illustrative
purposes
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FIGURE 6.6: Images showing the plasmon enhancement of the DFG
signal. Panel a shows the Fourier space distribution of DFG signal
without enhancement. Panel b shows the signal when enhanced by
the plasmon enhancement factor. Panel a and b are normalised to 1 as
there has been no calculation of the absolute second order response,
instead only the Fourier space profile is considered. Panel c shows
the plasmon enhancement factor given by Equation 6.1, accounting
for polarisation within the light.
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FIGURE 6.7: Four-wave mixing and input signals modelled in the
Fourier plane. The colour axis represents normalised intensity in
arbitrary units. This depiction represents the convolution on the
enhanced DFG signal shown in Figure 6.6, with the original signal
beam.
6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 FWM images
Figure 6.8 shows the Fourier image of the experiment at time overlap. The difference
in the image comes from adjusting the scale to account for ‘hot pixels’ on the cam-
era. ‘Hot pixels’ are artificially high signals from individual pixels on the camera’s
CCD array. As predicted in the modelling, there is an overall signal as well as an
enhanced signal at specific wavevectors. However, when one attempts to account
for background and isolate the FWM signal, it becomes apparent that a significant
proportion of the signal in the Fourier plane is not FWM. This is illustrated in the
Figure 6.9.
6.4 Nonlinear signal identification
6.4.1 Incident beam leaking
Figure 6.9 shows the nonlinear signal observed in the Fourier plane from the incident
beams individually. Clearly there is signal generated during the experiment that is
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FIGURE 6.8: Camera image of FWM from exfoliated graphene. Panel
a shows the captured FWM image from the camera, Panel b is the
same image capped at an intensity of 0.25 (arbitrary units from cam-
era response) to lessen the effect of ‘hot pixels’. λ1 = 784nm, λ2 =
828nm, λFWM = 744.1nm.
FIGURE 6.9: Images showing the breakdown of the nonlinear sig-
nal. Panel a shows the signal taken when the beams are overlapped
in time, whereas Panel b is when the beams are not at time overlap.
Panel c shows the nonlinear signal produced solely through the low
frequency beam, Panel d is the signal produced from the high fre-
quency beam.
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FIGURE 6.10: Images representing the testing of the nonlinear signal
origins. Panel a shows the nonlinear signal under the standard ex-
perimental design (see Chapter 4). Panel b represents the same signal
with one fewer short pass filter before the camera. Panel c is the same
experimental setup as a except one shortpass filter has been move be-
fore the microscope.
not FWM as it is independent of time overlap and presence of both beams. It was
crucial to first rule out that the signal observed was the incident beam itself. This was
tested through the placement of the 750nm short pass filters, generally positioned
before the camera. If the signal observed is the incident beam then it should be
independent of the position of the filter within the beam path.
Figure 6.10 shows the images taken to rule out signal coming from the incident
beams. Because signal is generated on the camera by the beams individually, the
incident beams themselves must be ruled out. If the signal on the camera were of a
higher wavelength than 750nm (the cut off of the short pass filter) leaking through
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the filters, the removal of one of the filters significantly increase this signal 2. Panel
b rules out the possibility of leaking signal and/or idler through the filters. Addi-
tionally, the signal could be a wavelength below the short pass cut-off that is being
transmitted through the filters. Panel c shows the camera response when a short
pass cut-off filter is moved before the microscope. If a signal were to be present on
the camera independently of the sample in the microscope, the position of a short
pass filter within the optical path would have no effect. Panel c confirms that the
signal observed on the camera is a response of the sample within the microscope
as it is generated after the first short pass filter (in this specific case just before the
microscope).
6.4.2 Spectral properties
One of the most defining characteristics of any nonlinear signal is the wavelength.
Ideally determining the wavelength of a signal would be done utilising a spectrome-
ter but due to experimental setup and low intensity signal no appropriate spectrom-
eter was available.
In the absence of such a spectrometer, the nonlinear signal was imaged with a
variety of band-pass filters placed immediately before the camera CCD. Table 6.4.2
shows the band-pass filters and their effective pass ranges as stated by the manufac-
turer.
Filter label Filter type Pass range (nm) Thorlabs part number
A Short pass ≤ 550nm FES550
B Long pass ≥ 600nm FEL600
C Band pass 680-720nm FB700-40
D Band Pass 730-770nm FB750-40
E Band pass 745-755nm FB750-10
Figure 6.11 shows the Fourier image of the nonlinear signal with the inclusion
of band pass filters. As a reminder, the experiment includes as standard a 775nm
2For reference, the 750nm short pass filter has an optical density of ≈ 6 above 750nm
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dichroic in the microscope as well as two 750nm short pass filters prior to the cam-
era. The FWM signal is predicted 744.1nm. It is expected that the filter D would
transmit the entire FWM signal but Figure 6.11 shows a significant reduction in in-
tensity when this filter is applied. Therefore one concludes that a significant portion
of the nonlinear signal is not generated through the FWM process.
From Figure 6.11, one observes that the nonlinear signal (excluding the FWM) is
broadband, however not across the whole visible spectrum. It is exclusively above
the 600nm pass filter. As the incident beams must be filtered out, it is impossible
to tell how far the signal extends beyond the 750nm cut off applied by the short
pass filter. This signal represents a form of white light generation (WLG), which is a
broadband emission from a sample due to an intense incident field known to occur
in graphene [212]. When the excitation is wavelength selective, the white light gen-
eration centres around the incident wavelengths, and thus the experimental setup
will transmit the higher frequency tail to this spectrum efficiently.
6.4.3 Four-wave mixing isolation
The procedures described show that there is a significant nonlinear broadband sig-
nal, however it is mixed with a spectrally narrow signal expected to be FWM. In
order to make any conclusions about the FWM signal from the graphene, we must
isolate this element of the signal and confirm it is the FWM. The FWM signal oc-
curs only at time overlap, whereas the majority of the alternate nonlinear signal is
independent of time overlap, as shown by the presence on individual beam tests of
Figure 6.9. One can image the signal on and off time overlap, allowing the FWM
signal to be isolated3.
Experimentally, the input beams are excluded from the final image through two
750nm short pass filters. The filter edge normally cuts on a few nanometres above
the expected FWM wavelength, however with a change to the input wavelengths
it is possible to sweep the FWM wavelength up to this filter edge such that the
FWM would be transmitted initially but gradually be excluded as the wavelength
increases. Figure 6.12 shows this wavelength sweep and as expected the FWM sig-
nal reduces as it approaches the filter edge. This is also represented in Figure 6.13,
3This assumes a small contribution created through increased intensity of overlapping the beams
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FIGURE 6.11: Filter testing images of the nonlinear signal. Table 6.4.2
shows the filters used and pass ranges for each of the filters.
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FIGURE 6.12: Images showing the wavelength sweep of FWM across
the edge of a 750nm short pass filter. The signal shown in each image
is the difference of a signal taken at time overlap and off time overlap.
This signal is imaged in the image plane, absent of spatial patterning
required for Fourier plane imaging (this choice is discussed in Section
6.6.1). The predicted FWM wavelengths from the input beams are
listed above the images. Labels are expected FWM wavelengths in
nm.
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FIGURE 6.13: Intensity of isolated four-wave mixing response as a
function of FWM wavelength. The blue lines represent taken data;
the red plot is the quoted transmission of the filter normalised to the
maximum intensity observed. Panel a shows the difference in the
maximum pixel between images at time overlap and off time overlap.
Panel b shows the difference between the summation of the intensity
in the entire image displayed in Figure 6.12.
which shows the differential measurement of both the highest pixel in the image on
and off time overlap as well as the summation of all pixels within the image. Power
instability in the laser makes a power dependence measurement both challenging
and unreliable, however the wavelength dependence displays a spectrally narrow
signal at the FWM wavelength.
6.4.4 Four-wave mixing in the Fourier plane
Figure 6.9 shows that a large proportion of the non-linear signal generated by the
graphene sheet is not FWM in origin. However, in order to investigate possible
wavevector dependence in the FWM signal, one can take the differential of the im-
ages at and away from time overlap.
Figure 6.14 shows the nonlinear signal taken at, and away from, time overlap
along with the difference between the two; Panel c shows this difference image. It
is clear from Panel c that there is no significant wavevector based enhancement to
the FWM signal that has been isolated. From this, one can deduce that no significant
plasmon excitation occurred during this FWM process.
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FIGURE 6.14: Figures showing the non-linear signal from the
graphene sheet. Panel a shows the signal when the incident beams
are overlapped in time. Panel b is the signal when the beams are not
overlapped in time. Panel c is the difference between the two images,
isolating the FWM signal from the WLG generation discussed in Sec-
tion 6.4.2
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6.5 Summary of nonlinear signal
The nonlinear signal generated at the graphene sheet consists of two components: a
nonlinear signal independent of time overlap which shows many characteristics of
white light generation (WLG); and a FWM signal. The WLG signal shows a broad-
band response and is generated from either beam independently. This signal is not
of interest to the experiment, so further clarification is unnecessary.
The FWM signal shows no significant enhancement when the difference fre-
quency generation (DFG) would couple to a plasmon mode, this effect would be
observed in the difference image (Panel c) of Figure 6.14. Hence a cascaded third
order effect does not contribute significantly to the overall FWM signal.
6.6 Third order conductivity of Graphene
Much work has been done on quantifying the third order nonlinearity in graphene,
both theoretical and experimental, however, depending on setup and geometry, the
values have been quite varied (see Figure 6.1). As a simple extension to this exper-
iment already completed, the third order responses of the graphene samples were
quantified.
6.6.1 Estimation of susceptibility
In Section 6.4.3 it was shown that the FWM signal could be effectively extracted
from the data through use of time overlap. This opens up the possibility of using the
samples to estimate the third order response of graphene in the experimental setup.
Appendix B details the derivation to extract a third order susceptibility from an es-
timated power. The measurements used to calculate the χ(3) response of graphene
are taken in the image plane to increase signal to noise on the measurement. Ad-
ditionally the spatial patterning, used in the Fourier plane imaging section of this
investigation, is absent. This enables a more accurate calculation of the focal spot
size as the back aperture is now filled for both input beams.
The experimental setup limits the range of FWM that can be selected due to the
filtering required through the experiment. As such it is not possible to sweep a large
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FIGURE 6.15: Image showing an example signal and mask used to
estimate the value of χ(3). Panel a shows the area averaged to obtain
estimates for Figure 6.16. Panel b is an exemplar of the data used for
this process. Specifically, Panel b is for a pump power of 200 µW on
Flake 1.
range of input and output wavelengths4. The results presented here are taken for
input wavelengths λ1 = 784nm and λ2 = 828nm with λFWM = 744.1nm.
Susceptibility measurements were performed on three samples: two graphene
flakes, and graphene produced through chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Both
flakes are mechanically exfoliated monolayer graphene on hexagonal boron nitride
(HbN). The CVD graphene is commercially available (see Chapter 3 for details). For
each of these samples a power dependence was measured to provide an indication
of the error associated with the value of χ(3).
Figure 6.16 shows the estimations of χ(3) from the data obtained. Exemplar data
and the mask used for calculations are shown in Figure 6.15. As expected, the non-
linear response of CVD graphene is slightly weaker than that of exfoliated graphene.
This is based on the quality of CVD graphene generally below lower than that of ex-
foliated flakes with regards to defects and impurities [135, 136, 137, 138], so one
would expect a weaker coherent response of collective oscillations within a sample.
Crucially, the separate measurements of both exfoliated graphene flakes show simi-
lar orders of magnitude for χ(3) ≈ 10−17 m2V2 . This result is around two orders of mag-
nitude less than Hendry found in 2010 [200], however, there are possible corrections
necessary as noted by Cheng[157]. Additionally samples, and indeed experimental
setups, have shown a wide variety of values, as shown in Figure 6.1.
4The experiment is limited to a ≈ 720nm−−750nm range in FWM output
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FIGURE 6.16: χ(3) estimations from the graphene samples. The leg-
end represents the area of the image taken for the calculation in pix-
els. All areas, shown in Figure 6.15, are centred around the maximal
pixel of the image. Panel a and b are exfoliated flakes (GF1 and GF2
respectively). Panel c is CVD graphene.
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6.7 Conclusion
It is clear from this investigation that there is a nonlinear signal observed, and in-
cluded in this is a FWM signal. However, the signal does not appear to be enhanced
for any specific wavevector, which would be indicative of a cascaded second order
process. Whilst mathematically this effect is present, the conclusion therefore is that
this process is not of a comparable size to the straight third order nonlinear signal
or the white light generation from the graphene sample. An estimation of the third
order susceptibility of graphene suggests a similar value to that already published
confirming the presence of the FWM signal in the analysis. Whilst the third order
nonlinear response of graphene may still be of interest to the community, it is clear




Differential Reflectivity of Indium
Tin Oxide
In this chapter, all measurements and modelling are conducted with transverse mag-
netic (TM) light.
7.1 Impact
The work presented in this chapter regards intensity dependent differential reflec-
tivity of indium tin oxide (ITO). The results presented show differential reflections
of both larger absolute magnitudes and larger changes than those previously shown
in the literature [67]. Additionally this work furthers the investigation into the ori-
gins of this change in reflection through a two temperature model and temperature
dependent Drude parameters. It is shown that such intensity dependent reflection
is only achievable on very fast timescales (≈ 100 f s). This restriction is caused by a
combination of the strong coupling between the electron and phonon temperatures
and large difference between the specific heat capacity of the electrons and phonons.
A manuscript is in preparation containing and expanding on the results presented
here.
7.2 Motivation
Epsilon near zero (ENZ) materials have created excitement within the community,
particularly in the last decade [213, 214, 215, 216]. In the ENZ region, a small change
in the permittivity can lead to large changes in the refractive index. This is shown






where n represents the refractive index and e is the permittivity. This could lead to
the exciting possibility of generating an optical circuit component that can regulate
its reflection solely on small changes to the intensity of the incident light, a holy grail
for all-optical computing. In indium tin oxide (ITO), this effect was first modelled
by Alam [67], who showed a differential transmission of up to 300% for an intensity
of 250GW/cm2. This change in reflection is very large, but the experimental setup of
Alam was limited in excitation angle and wavelength. As such there is great value
in considering whether there are stronger effects to be observed in other areas of the
dispersion. The work presented in this thesis models and investigates the critical
angle of a glass-ITO interface.
7.3 Modelling the ITO response
7.3.1 Material parameter changes
The work of Alam [67] observed a significant change in the reflection of an incident
source beam through changes in intensity. This effect was attributed to a red shift in
the plasma frequency of the ITO. Panel a of Figure 7.1, taken from [67], shows the
transmission, reflection and absorption coefficients for an incident angle of 30o, and
Panel b shows the measured refractive index and extinction as a function of inten-
sity. If one assumes that ITO behaves as a Drude metal within the experimental re-
gion, such that the permittivity and refractive index are governed by the plasma fre-
quency (ωp) and the scattering rate (γ), one can estimate the red shift in the plasma
frequency observed. If one assumes a linear dependence of
ωp = ωp0(1+ A× I), (7.2)
where ωp0 is the unperturbed plasma frequency, I is the intensity and A is a coef-
ficient to be estimated. Figure 7.1 suggests a saturation point around 80GW/cm2,
therefore the refractive index is modelled to this value of intensity. However, these
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FIGURE 7.1: Response of ITO to irradiation at 1240nm. Panel A repre-
sents the complex refractive index measured in [67] with a saturation
point around 80GW/cm2. Figure obtained from [67]. Panel b shows
the complex refractive index when modeled through the linear equa-
tions 7.4 and 7.5.
results cannot be explained through only a change in the plasma frequency, and one
must also include a change to the scattering rate of the same form
γ = γ0(1+ B× I), (7.3)
where γ0 is the unperturbed scattering rate and B is the coefficient of scaling to I.
From this simple linearised model, and the results of Alam [67], one estimates the
following set of coefficients of
A = −1.7× 10−3 cm
2
GW




and thus the linear equations are given by,












Using these values, one can recreate the measured refractive index and extinction
observed by Alam [67]. This is shown in Figure 7.1.
An increased scattering rate at higher temperatures is an intuitive result that has
a multitude of explanations. For example the increased average thermal velocity of
conduction electrons will lead to an increased scattering rate for a consistent mean
free path. Also increased phonon occupation will lead to a higher scattering rate as
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the pump energy is transferred to the phonon temperature.
The red shift of the plasma frequency is stated to be caused by the increase in the
free electron temperature of the ITO sample [67]. As the ITO is well described by







where n is the electron density, e∞ is the high frequency permittivity limit and m∗
is the effective mass of the electrons. In such a system, there is no change in the
electron density [217], and therefore a red shift in the plasma frequency is expected
to manifest in the effective mass, as is the case in cadmium oxide, which also exhibits
a red shift of its ENZ point with increasing temperature [173].
7.3.2 Temperature dependence of plasma frequency
In order to better model the changes in permittivty observed, one needs to iden-
tify the method through which a temperature increase can decrease the plasma fre-
quency. From Equation 7.6 one can see that if the density of electrons remains con-
stant, the effective mass must change with temperature. The effective mass of elec-








where E(k) is the band structure of the material. For materials with a parabolic
band structure, where E ∝ k2, this value is constant throughout the distribution of
electron wavevectors. In ITO, as well as cadmium oxide (CDO), a similar conductive
metal oxide with an ENZ point in the mid infrared [173], the band structure deviates
from from a parabolic distribution through a nonparabolicity correction CE2. This
correction factor can be implemented into the band structure through [218]
h¯2k2
2m∗0
= E + CE2, (7.8)
where C is the nonparabolicity constant [219] and m∗0 is the effective mass at the
conduction band minimum. One can solve Equation 7.8 for E, taking the positive
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Equation 7.9 strongly resembles Equation (S5) of [173], which originates from
the Kane model of k− p perturbation [220, 221], and therefore one observes that the
nonparabolicity constant C is equal to 1Eg , where Eg is the bang gap energy. Equation
7.9 can now be substituted into Equation 7.7 to solve for m∗(k), with one extra con-
sideration. For thermal distributions, and in particular highly photo-excited thermal
distributions, it is crucial one takes into account the range of effective masses within














0 f (k, µ, Te)dk
, (7.10)
where f (k, µ, Te) is the Fermi distribution, Te is the electron temperature and µ is the
chemical potential. In Equation 7.10, one notes that the effective mass, m∗, is now a
function of the electron temperature T. As a simple picture, one can visualise that,
when an electron is photo-excited, it moves further up in the band structure to a
new state. If the second order derivative of the band structure is not constant and
remains a function of k, this new state will have a different effective mass. Therefore
an increase in Te can be directly translated into a change in the effective mass of the
electrons and further to a change in the plasma frequency.
Panel a of Figure 7.2 shows the calculated m∗(T) for ITO, along with CDO as
an established reference material [173]. One observes that, in comparison to CDO,
ITO shows a lower change in effective mass as a function of temperature, due to
the difference in Fermi energies of the two systems. Normally, ITO has a Fermi en-
ergy of 1eV (0.4eV for CDO), as the Fermi distribution is predominantly modified
in a region around k f , the excited electrons have very similar effective masses com-
pared to their original state. Therefore, for similar changes to the Fermi distribution
(similar changes in Te), the change in effective mass decreases with increasing Fermi
energy. Panel b shows the effect this change in effective mass has on the plasma fre-
quency. Using Equation 7.6, one can relate the plasma frequency at 0K to the plasma
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FIGURE 7.2: Temperature dependent effective mass of electrons for
ITO and CDO. Panel a shows the effective mass relative to the electron
mass me. Panel b shows the predicted effect on the plasma frequency
base on Equation 7.11.








The change in ωp predicted at 5000K, the maximum electron temperature predicted
by Alam [67], through band non-parabolicity is ≈ 3%. This change is significantly
smaller than that obtained from the parametrisation of ωp and γ calculated via the
measured refractive index.
7.3.3 Temeprature dependence of scattering rate
In transparent conductive metal oxides (TCOs) such as ITO, the two dominant mech-
anisms of scattering are grain boundary scattering and ionisation impurity scattering
[222]. In general, at low electron concentrations, ne < 9× 1026m−3, grain boundary
scattering is expected to dominate. Above this level, ionised impurity scattering be-
comes the dominant mechanism [222]. The samples used in this work are highly
doped ITO samples (ne > 1027m−3), meaning that their scattering should be dom-
inated by ionised impurity scattering. However, it has been noted by many works
that, in TCOs such as ITO, the ionised impurity scattering is independent of temper-
ature [223, 224, 225]. Therefore even though the electron concentration is higher than
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the regime change noted in [222], it is not so high as to negate temperature depen-
dent effects under intense femtosecond illumination arising from other scattering
mechanisms.
One can separate the scattering rate γ into a linear superposition of individual
scattering rates such that
γ = γα + γβ + ..., (7.12)
where α and β represent different scattering sources. One assume that these terms
now comprise a temperature dependent grain boundary scattering term γGB and a
term describing all other temperature independent scattering γO, which is expected
to be dominated by ionisation impurity scattering. The grain boundary temperature








where VB is the potential barrier between the grain boundaries and A is a constant




where l is the average grain boundary separation, which is taken to be approxi-
mately 5m in ITO [227]. In practice, for TCO films Vb is very small of the order of eV100
[228, 229], meaning the exponential term provides a very small correction, which is









In order to calculate the scattering contributions from other sources, γO, one
can calculate γGB(300K) and compare to the measured scattering rate without pho-
toexcitation. The difference between this two will give the term γO, which remains
constant under heating.
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FIGURE 7.3: Predicted and measured refractive index as a function
of temperature. Panel a shows the predicted response due to a tem-
perature induced change in the effective mass and grain boundary
scattering through Equations 7.11,7.12 and 7.14. Panel b shows the
measured response of ITO from [67].
7.3.4 Comparison to experimental values
Figure 7.3 shows the calculated permittivty and refractive index of an ITO sample
at λ = 1240nm with the parameters of Alam [67]. One observes that there is good
agreement between the real part of the refractive index predicted here and the mea-
sure values of [67]. However, the imaginary part of refractive index does not show
the same level of agreement and the physical origin of this discrepancy is currently
unclear.
The model presented here is likely the correct approach, however due to the
highly nonlinear nature of the relationship between increased temperature and Drude
parameters, small variations is input parameters can have a large effect. In partic-
ular, as can be seen in Figure 7.2, the position of the Fermi energy within the band
structure leads to remarkably different effects. The Fermi energy has not been ac-
curately measured for each sample individually, and instead an estimate from the
literature is used (see Section 7.3.2).
Additionally, the model applied suffers from some simplistic approximations
that are not intuitive to remove. Firstly, change in refractive index measured ex-
perimentally shows a saturation point around 80GW/cm2 which is not reflected in
the modelling. This is likely due the absorption of the sample reducing at higher
intensities as the sample becomes saturated and/or damaged as these intensities are
very near the damage threshold (see section 7.6.2). Secondly, the change in plasma
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frequency and scattering rate are only linked by the shared variable Te representing
the electron temperature and have no explicit relation to each other. A more com-
plete model would require inclusion of feedback dynamics related to the absorption
of pulse energy as the sample becomes photoexcited, which would account for such
a saturation. Lastly, the grain boundary scattering consideration has sample depen-
dent variables (such as barrier energy VB and boundary separation l) that could also,
in principle, be spatially varying across a sample. These values have not been indi-
vidually measured for the sample modelled and could have a pronounced effect on
the results.
Additionally, whilst grain boundary and ionised impurity scattering are the dom-
inant mechanisms in ITO, there are other scattering mechanism such as lattice vibra-
tion scattering which may contribute, in particular due to a stronger temperature
dependence of the associated mobility µLV ∝ T−
3
2 . As the change in refractive index
is extremely nonlinear with change in temperature and plasma frequency or scatter-
ing rate, it is not intuitive to isolate where the model deviates from the experiment.
Therefore, it is unclear if the observed red shift in the ITO plasma frequency
and estimated scattering change can be entirely explained through the conduction
band nonparabolicity and grain boundary effects. Until the underlying physical
mechanisms can be verified, one must model future experiments using empirical
data, as have been established in Equations 7.4 and 7.5.
7.4 Modelling the differential reflectivity
The observed red shift in the plasma frequency, combined with the increase in the
scattering rate will change the reflectivity of ITO sample across a variety of wave-
lengths, some very pronounced. In particular, the ENZ point of the ITO sample will
be moved, drastically changing the absorption properties and permittivities across
a small region of the dispersion around this value.
Chapter 4 shows the experimental setup used for ITO differential measurements,
discussing in particular the use of glass as an entrance medium allows access to high
wavevector excitation of the sample. This is crucial to investigate regions of high
response to the optical pumping, and the critical angle of glass-ITO-air interface.
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FIGURE 7.4: Modelled reflectivity of the ITO sample, R, as a function
of the incident angle for a wavelength of 1240nm. Panel a show the
full angle range, Panel b shows a region of high response around the
critical angle. ITO parameters for this model are taken from [67].
One can, using the transfer matrix method, model the response of an ITO sample
when photoexcited in the configuration shown in Chapter 4. The photoexcitation
is modelled using the empirical model described and given by Equations 7.4 and
7.5. Figure 7.4 shows the modelled differential reflection of an ITO sample, with the
parameters given in [67], as a function of angle at a wavelength of 1240nm (selected
for comparison to the work of Alam[67]).
One observes that the sample shows remarkable changes in the differential re-
flection beyond the critical angle of glass. The origin of this change in differential
reflection is a shift in the frequency of the ENZ resonance. In order to better un-
derstand the nature of this change in the resonance, it is important to model the
differential reflection across a variety of wavelengths. This representation is shown
in Figure 7.5, which shows the absolute and differential reflection for an intensity of
50GW/cm2.
As a resonance shifts, the regions either side of this resonance within a dispersion
will experience significant increases and decreases in their reflection. These specific
changes are shown in Panel c of Figure 7.5 where the change in reflection, ∆R, rel-
ative to non-photoexcited response of the ITO is plotted. This allows for regions
that exhibit both positive and negative differential reflections depending on their
position relative to the ENZ mode.
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FIGURE 7.5: Modelled reflectivity changes in ITO as a function of
wavelength and angle. Panel a shows the absolute reflection without
photoexcitation, Panel b shows the absolute reflection under irradi-
ation from a source of 50GW/cm2 and Panel c shows the difference
between the two. All ITO parameters for this model are taken from
[67] and the change in the Drude parameters is modelled through the
parametrisation given in Equations 7.4 and 7.5.
7.5 Experimental results
This work first attempted to further the results of Alam [67] by obtaining a similar
ITO sample (ITO1) and investigating the response of the ITO under similar excita-
tion (i.e. femtosecond excitation) but beyond the glass-ITO critical angle. Figure 7.5
shows the predicted response of the ITO, Figure 7.6 shows the measured response
of ITO1 under an excitation of 50GW/cm2.
Figure 7.6 shows a weak interaction with the ENZ mode creating a small dif-
ference in reflection around λ = 1250nm. This weakness, when considered with
previous experimental results and modelling, has two main causes. Firstly, this ITO
sample is of lower quality than that used by Alam [67], this is apparent through the
different scattering rates (γ = 1.39× 1014s−1 for [67] γ = 2.56× 1014s−1 for ITO1).
Lastly, the mode is located at a higher frequency than we can access with the exper-
imental setup1, such that one only observes the tail of the resonance’s effect in the
scan. As confirmation, one notes that ITO1 does not show an appreciable increase in
1The TOPAS R© outputs require a manual filter change when sweeping across 1150nm
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FIGURE 7.6: Measured reflectivity of ITO1 as a function of θprobe and
λprobe. Panel a is the measured reflection when the sample is not
photoexcited, whereas Panel b represents excitation with a source of
50GW/cm2. Panels c and d show the minima of the difference in
reflection (∆R) and relative differential reflectivity (∆RR ) respectively.
For this sample there was no significant increase in reflection ob-
served. The differential reflection is of the order 10% in the region
of interest.
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FIGURE 7.7: Modelled reflectivity using the material parameters of
ITO2 under a range of photoexcitations. Panels a and b, represent
the absolute reflection without photoexcitation and irradiated at an
intensity of 50GW/cm2 respectively. Panel c shows the differential
reflection between Panels a and b.
reflection around the mode during the measurement, as would be expected if one in-
vestigated a region above the ENZ mode, suggesting the resonance starts at a higher
frequency (lower wavelength).
However, an incredibly useful property of this resonance is that one can move
its position in frequency space by changing the thickness of the sample. Not only is
this useful for practical experimental purposes, but also the ability to tune the wave-
length of interest is extremely valuable for any practical applications, in particular
moving any switching effects towards the telecoms range (≈ 1500nm). Figures 7.7
and 7.8 show the absolute and differential reflection predictions of ITO2 (55.1nm
thick) and ITO3 (109.1nm thick). In both cases one can observe both positive and
negative changes in the differential reflection as the resonance is initially located
more centrally in the TOPAS R© bandwidth.
Figures 7.9 and 7.11 show good agreement with the modelling of Figures 7.7 and
7.8. The red shift in resonance is observed as predicted and the changes in reflectivity
are also in very good agreement with predictions. The resonances of ITO2 and ITO3
are more pronounced than ITO1, this is likely due to a combination of the sample
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FIGURE 7.8: Modelled differential reflectivity of ITO3. Panels a and
b represent the absolute reflection of ITO1 with a non-perturbatively
small intensity and one of 50GW/cm2 respectively. Panel c shows the
differential change predicted.
FIGURE 7.9: Measured probe reflection of ITO2 as a function of λprobe
and θprobe. Panel a and b show the reflection at 0 and 50GW/cm2 re-
spectively. Panels c and d show the minimum and maximum change
in reflectivity respectively. The pump wavelength is degenerate with
the probe. Values of interest for changes of reflection are record in
Table 7.5.
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FIGURE 7.10: Measured probe reflection of ITO2 as a function of
λpump and λprobe with θprobe = 49o. Panel a and b show the reflection
at 0 and 50GW/cm2 respectively. Panels c and d show the minimum
and maximum change in reflectivity respectively. Values of interest
for changes of reflection are record in Table 7.5.
FIGURE 7.11: Measured probe reflection of ITO3 as a function
ofλprobe and θprobe. Panel a shows the non-photoexcited reflection.
Panel b is the reflection when the sample is irradiated at an inten-
sity of 50GW/cm2 at the same wavelength. Panels c and d show
the minimum and maximum change in reflectivity respectively.The
pump wavelength is degenerate with the probe. Values of interest for
changes of reflection are record in Table 7.5.
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FIGURE 7.12: Measured probe reflection of ITO2 as a function
of λpump and λprobe with θprobe = 49o. Panel a shows the non-
photoexcited reflection. Panel b is the reflection when the sample is
irradiated at a pump intensity of 50GW/cm2. Panels c and d show the
minimum and maximum change in reflectivity respectively. Values of
interest for changes of reflection are record in Table 7.5.
quality, sample thickness and resonance position, as noted earlier in this Section (see
also Chapter 3 for more details). The differences between sample ITO2 and ITO3
are less pronounced. These differences are also due to minor changes in the position
of the resonance, as well as stronger resonances associated with thinner samples,
similar to surface plasmons.
Sample Scan type min/max ∆R ∆RR λprobe(nm) λpump(nm) θ
ITO2 θ max 0.36 3.67 1185 1185 47.8
ITO2 θ min -0.18 -1.7 1303 1303 44.0
ITO2 λ max 0.47 11.9 1192 1201 49
ITO2 λ min -0.35 -1.7 1220 1499 49
ITO3 θ max 0.47 1.22 1224 1224 51.8
ITO3 θ min -0.15 -1.29 1472 1472 51.67
ITO3 λ max 0.51 2.56 1258 1234 49
ITO3 λ min -0.26 -1.4 1496 1177 49
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FIGURE 7.13: Measured change in absorption, reflection and trans-
mission for ITO at a 30o angle of incidence and λ = 1240nm. Figure
obtained from [67]
The results presented here show the potential of ITO to be very useful nonlinear
material, with the geometry established through this work exploiting the nonlinear
nature of ITO more efficiently than previous works. The work of Alam [67] into the
nonlinearity of ITO showed a maximal change in reflection of ≈ 0.16 from a value
of 0.2 to 0.04, with an intensity of 250GW/cm2, this corresponds to ∆RR that is equal
to −0.8. For transmission, the maximum measured increase was 0.3 from a value of
0.1 to 0.4, once again for 250GW/cm2, corresponding to a ∆RR that is equal to 3. This
is seen if Figure 7.13 taken from [67].
As can be seen in Table 7.5, several points of interest exhibit larger absolute
changes,for both positive and negative ∆R, and in the case of ITO2 significantly
larger ∆RR values. And these changes are observed for a much smaller intensity of
50GW/cm2. Whilst there is a difference in the pulse lengths between the two mea-
surements setups, modelling of the electron temperature predicts a lower electron
temperature in the presented setup of the order ≈ 3000K, compared with ≈ 4700K
estimated by Alam [67], this comparison is shown in Figure 7.14. This implies that
the changes in reflectivity observed beyond the critical angle in the glass-air-ITO in-
terface are achieved with a smaller change to the material parameters than for [67].
Whilst the figure of merit quoted for the nonlinearity of a sample can vary greatly
in the literature, practical applications require both a significant change in the abso-
lute reflectivity, ∆R, and relative change in intensity, ∆RR . Through both these figures
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of merit, one can state the the geometry presented here is more efficient at produc-
ing these changes, even for lower intensities. Of the two samples, ITO2, which has a
thickness of 55.1nm, exhibits larger changes in absolute and differential reflectivity,
this is likely due to the plasmonic nature of the ENZ mode, which creates a thick-
ness dependence [230]. However, with a desire to push optical switching to the tele-
coms wavelengths, it is noteworthy that the sample ITO3, which has a measured
thickness of 109.1nm exhibits its largest changes with a probe wavelength close to
1500nm. Such flexibility, coupled with the strength of the nonlinear signal observed,
clearly push ITO to the forefront as a potential non-linear material for switching
applications.
However, the measurement procedure described in Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 4, is
time consuming, requiring 12-18 hours depending on sensitivity. A large portion of
this is due to the angle rotation of the stage, something that additionally complicates
alignment throughout the procedure. As such this work simultaneously sought to
investigate the ITO response in the Fourier plane. However, even with comparable
fluences, there was no discernible differential signal observed. The most significant
difference between the two experimental designs is the pulse length of the laser.
In using a longer pulse the same amount of energy was deposited into the system
but on a much slower timescale. This could, depending on the thermal relaxation
dynamics in ITO, have a significant effect on the expected response. To fully under-
stand the potential applications of ITO, the electron behaviour under intense heating
must be examined.
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7.6 Two temperature model
In a two temperature model, one considers two separate temperatures within a ma-
terial, representing the conduction electrons (Te), and the lattice or phonon temper-
ature (Tp) [231, 232]. These two temperatures will, eventually, be in thermal equi-
librium with each other and the room. However, the timescale and manner with
which these temperatures converge is governed by their coupling with each other
(gep), scattering rates (τe for electrons and τp for phonons) and specific heat capac-
ities (Ce and Cp for electrons and phonons respectively). Two temperature models
have been successfully applied to metals irradiated by both femtosecond [233, 234]
and picosecond pulses [235, 236], as in the setups considered here.

















where N represents the energy stored in excited electrons and S is a source term
representing the absorbed energy from the laser excitation. The absorbed power
density from laser excitation is given by





where R, T and α are wavelength dependent reflection transmission and absorption
coefficients and tp is the laser pulse duration. T and R are calculated through the
transfer matrix method (see Section 4.3 of Chapter 4), and α is calculated through
knowledge of the complex refractive index at the given wavelength (α = 2ωc Im(n).
One can calculate the temperature dynamics to a good approximation with an
iterative solution to the dynamic temperature equations as follows
∆Te =
(
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∆Tp =
(













where ∆t is a time parameter which must be sufficiently small to encompass the
temperature dynamics (∆T  tp).
7.6.1 Parameters for the two temperature model
Alam [67], is the most relevant work on applying the two temperature model to the
photoexcitation of ITO. This work gives the electron phonon coupling parameter






















in which kb is Boltzmann’s constant, L f is the electron mean free path, ΘD is the
Debye temperature, ω is the angular frequency of the laser beam, ne is the free elec-
tron density and v f and E f are the Fermi velocity and energy respectively. C is a





For lattice temperatures lower than the the Debye temperature ΘD (reported to
be ≈ 1000K in ITO[237]), the lattice heat capacity is approximately constant at a
value of 2.6× 10−6 Jm−3K−1 [67, 238]. The specific heat capacity for electrons is stated
by Alam[67] to be 4.53Jm−3K−1, however this is incorrect. Not only is this value
much lower than discussed in the text2, the electron density (ne) at 300K associated






2This value is stated be over an order of magnitude less than that of gold, whereas it is in fact almost
4 orders of magnitude less than gold, Ce = 2.1× 104 Jm−3K−1 [239]
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is extremely low (ne ≈ 2.6× 1024m−3) and leads to a much lower plasma frequency
than measured. The plasma frequency in metals well described by the Drude model






where e∞ is the high frequency permittivity limit. With the plasma frequency quoted
as ωALAMp = 2.97× 1015[67] and an effective mass of m∗ = 0.4me, one obtains an elec-
tron density ne = 4.4× 1027m−3, which is far closer to other measured values for ITO
(≈ 1026 − 1027 [240, 241]). The expression for Ce itself is confirmed by other works
in the area [231, 242, 243] who used a simplified version under the approximation








Therefore, in the modelling presented here, the electron density is calculated through
the experimentally measured plasma frequency and the given value for Ce discarded.
7.6.2 Predicted electron temperatures
One can now, with the model and parameters described, predict the temperature
response of the electrons and phonons in ITO for both systems considered. Figures
7.14 and 7.15 show the predicted temperatures for a variety of systems under con-
sideration.
Those systems are the experimental work of Alam [67], the experimental prism
setup (Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 4), and an experimental setup using a picosecond
excitation. This setup is modelled with both a single beam excitation and a separate
pump excitation as was experimentally investigated to no result.
Figure 7.14 shows the electron temperatures for ITO excitation in the femtosec-
ond geometry. One observes that in both setups the electron temperatures are raised
on the order of ≈ 103K, along with a lattice temperature of 500− 600K. Thermal
equilibrium is achieved approximately at the peak lattice temperature due to the
far lower specific heat capacity of electrons, for comparison CeCp ≈ 3× 10−3 in ITO
whereas the same ratio is approximately 10−2 − 10−1 for gold [232], depending on
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FIGURE 7.14: Electron and lattice temperature as a function of time
for two femtosecond pulse. Panel a predicts the electron temperature
in the experimental setup of Alam [67], with a pulse length of 150 f s
and a peak intensity of 66GW/cm2. Panel b predicts the temperatures
for the prism setup as described in Chapter 4, with a pulse length of
110 f s and an intensity of 50GW/cm2.
temperature. Due to this phenomena, energy loss from the electron bath to the lat-
tice temperature has very little effect on the lattice temperature. The fast timescale
on which this equilibrium occurs is governed by the the electron-phonon coupling
parameter gep, where gep(300K) ≈ 1018Wm−3K−1.
Figure 7.15 highlights the constraints of using ITO as a potential switching ma-
terial. For optical wavelengths, as represented in Panel b, the low absorption co-
efficient α532 = 5.25 × 104m−1[244] prevents efficient transfer of energy from the
source to the electron temperature. Therefore, even for fluences approaching abla-
tion (φab = 3000J/m2 [245]) one does not achieve a large increase in Te. At pulse
lengths of the order of > 1ps, the rate of heating is comparable to the rate at which
the electron bath couples to the lattice temperature, suppressing electron tempera-
ture response to the pumping. This behaviour causes the phonon temperature to
follow the electron temperature very closely, except under extremely high fluence
noted in Panel c (φ ≈ 103 Jm−2).
The strong coupling rate, with respect to the heating of a picosecond pulse, ex-
plains the close alignment of electron and phonon temperatures, but not the relative
size compared to the femtosecond models in Figure 7.14. This reduced temperature
is due to the large difference in specific heat capacities, which for ITO calculated at
300K are Ce = 7.7× 103 and Cp = 2.6× 106 Jm−3K−1 causing a much lower temper-
ature at thermal equilibrium.
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FIGURE 7.15: Electron and lattice temperatures as a function of time
for picosecond excitation of ITO. All Panels are modelled for a pulse
length of 8ps. Panel a considers a fluence of 10J/m2 at 1240nm, as is
the maximum available when investigating single beam excitation in
the microscope. Panel b represents a pumped excitation with an op-
tical 532nm beam of fluence of 5× 103 J/m2. Panel c shows excitation
with with 1240nm and a fluence of ≈ 103 J/m2, this is modelled to
realise a similar temperature change as occurs in femtosecond excita-
tion.
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FIGURE 7.16: Predicted maximum electron temperature as a function
of pulse length and pulse fluence. Panel a shows pulses with suffi-
cient fluence to excite electron temperatures of ≈ 3− 5000K. Panel b
shows lower fluence, shorter pulses comparable to discussed exper-
iments. The red cross represents the experimental setup presented
here, the red dot represents that of [67]. One notes that predicted
temperatures larger than 15000K, as observed in the most extreme
regions, are likely to be outwith the validity of the model. In partic-
ular the specific heat of the lattice is modelled as a constant, which
is only true for lattice temperatures below the Debye temperature
ΘD = 1000K
In order to overcome the strong coupling and high specific heat capacity of ITO
which causes the aforementioned effects, one must significantly increase the pulse
fluence. This increased fluence is modelled in Panel c of Figure 7.15 for a pulse of
8ps. Figure 7.16 expands on this conclusion to show the predicted electron temper-
ature as a function of pulse length and fluence for much longer and shorter pulse
lengths. The experimental region this work and Alam [67] are marked on Panel b.
Such short pulse lengths allow for significant raised electron temperatures with rel-
atively modest fluences of ≈ 100J/m2. However, in order to reduce the fluence of
this experiment by a factor of two, one would require pulses of the order 30-40fs,
owing to the nonlinear relationship between electron temperature and pulse length
(or pulse fluence). Therefore, it is debatable whether moving to shorter fluences is
advantageous for practical applications, due to increased complication associated
with generating and overlapping significantly shorter pulses.
It is important to note that one of the constraints of this two temperature model
is that the lattice heat capacity, Cp, is independent of temperature when the lattice
temperature does not exceed the Debye temperature, ΘD = 1000K, which is not the
case in such a high fluence picosecond model. In addition, the fluence of such an ex-
citation, that achieves a comparable electron temperature to that of the femtosecond
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systems (see Figure 7.14), is modelled as ≈ 103 Jm−2. Such a fluence is very close to
the ablation level of 3× 103 Jm−2[245]. Operating at such fluences is not feasible in
such samples experimentally, and even less so for practical applications.
7.7 Conclusions
Indium tin oxide remains a highly promising material with a host of routes for fur-
ther exploitation (see Chapter 8). The work presented here confirms results pre-
sented in [67], that ITO is an excellent material for intensity based differential re-
flection applications such as ultrafast switching. The wavelength range where such
changes occur can be quite broad depending on the ENZ resonance and thickness.
Further to this confirmation, the specific geometry exploited in this thesis shows
an incredible flexibility to the ITO’s nonlinearity, as large changes are observed at
probe wavelengths of ≈ 1500nm, or 1200nm depending on the sample thickness.
In both cases these changes are of a similar order or higher than nonlinear results
presented previously [67], and with much smaller intensities.
However, the ultrafast switching highlighted as a strength of the material, is also
a constraint. The two temperature model presented in this work extends previous
considerations of the behaviour of ITO under intense illumination and clarifies con-
ditions that must be met to achieve such large changes in differential reflection. The
combination of strong electron phonon coupling, combined with a large difference
in the specific heat capacities causes the energy in the electron bath to be transferred
to the lattice temperature quickly, whilst not significantly raising the lattice temper-
ature.
This modelling shows that, for longer pulse lengths, the increase in fluence re-
quired to achieve the same temperature change is extremely high, in the case of an
8ps excitation pulse one requires an order of magnitude increase in the fluence. This
would place the excitation around the damage threshold of ITO and even approach-
ing clean ablation [245], in addition to not being feasible for practical applications,
or even most experimental investigations.
It is therefore crucial, that any potential applications of ITO are not limited by
the ultrafast electron phonon coupling in ITO and can operate on the ≈ 100− 200 f s
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scale, a consideration hitherto unmentioned.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and further work
This thesis covered three distinct areas of investigation. Those areas are the sec-
ond order conductivity of graphene, plasmon enhanced four-wave mixing (FWM)
in graphene and intensity base differential reflectivity in indium tin oxide (ITO). This
chapter will summarise the knowledge gained in each of these and how to further
each investigation.
8.1 Second order conductivity of graphene
The second order conductivity of graphene remains a highly contentious subject
due to its forbidden nature. Theoretical treatments of the second order conductivity
can differ significantly [14, 15, 207, 17], in approach and even predicted magnitude.
As such it is clear the field is in need of more rigorous investigation, especially as
some much cited works contains demonstrably non-physical predictions that have
not been addressed [14]. Recently, several treatments of the second order conduc-
tivity based on perturbation theory (a common method for calculating non-linear
responses [246, 16]) have produced consistent results [15, 173, 17], but significantly
lower than experiments suggest [35, 181].
In view of the consistent results of theory and the discrepancy with experiments,
this work set out to explore other origins of the non-linear response observed in ex-
periments. Firstly, the substrate response is firmly ruled out as an origin of enhanced
signals, before considering photothermal effects, in particular the Seebeck effect.
The Seebeck effect allows for generation of real currents when there is a spatial
intensity profile to the electron temperature. These currents have a firm physical
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origin and must be present in the systems described. When modeling the strength
of this signal, this thesis finds a response significantly higher than predicted through
perturbation theory. The Seebeck effect is a known effect in graphene, but this thesis
presents the first investigation into the effect on the nonlinear signal. Advancing this
model lies in more accurately measuring the ultrafast heating dynamics in graphene,
which are not firmly established on the ≈ 10 f s timescales relevant.
8.2 Plasmon enhanced four-wave mixing in graphene
Graphene is a highly promising material in the fields of both plasmonics and nonlin-
ear optics, being able to combine these phenomena is extremely advantageous. Cas-
caded effects contributing to the nonlinearity of graphene have already been demon-
strated, with Smirnova showing and enhancement of 5 through cascaded effects us-
ing waveguide modes [57]. The work presented here investigates the possibility of a
cascaded interaction in graphene enhanced by an intermediate stage which couples
to the surface plasmon polariton.
The results presented in this thesis conclusively show that there is no significant
enhancement to the third order nonlinear signal in graphene when the difference
frequency mode is phasematched to the surface plasmon. This result implies that the
field enhancement of the surface plasmon is not sufficient to overcome the inherent
weakness of second order modes, in a process that requires two separate second
order interactions.
8.3 Differential reflectivity of indium tin oxide
Indium tin oxide (ITO) has recently received much attention for its nonlinear proper-
ties in the epsilon near zero region, with Alam observing a 300% change in transmis-
sion [67] for fluences of 250GW/cm2. In this thesis a new geometry is modelled and
investigated that probes the reflectivity of a glass-ITO-air interface near the critical
angle of glass.
For this geometry both modelling predictions and the measured response of the
ITO show changes larger than have been previously observed. Whilst figures of
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merit can vary depending on setup, in the proposed geometry one observes changes
of 300− 400% in reflection at much lower intensities of ≈ 50GW/cm2. The work
presented here extends a highly promising area of physics with many possible ex-
tensions. One such extension is to study the dependence of the nonlinearity on
the thickness of the ITO. In the work presented, one observes that a sample of
≈ 50nm produces a stronger nonlinearity than a sample of ≈ 100nm, but it is un-
clear what thickness is optimal for this change in reflection. Additionally, one notes
that the sample of≈ 100nm exhibits a peak in its nonlinearity at a longer wavelength
(≈ 1500nm for 100nm and ≈ 1200nm for 50nm). This opens the exciting possibility
of tuning the nonlinearity to a desired wavelength with film thickness. In particular,
there is a high desire for samples exhibiting such nonlinearity in the telecoms band
around 1500nm, as is the case for 100nm of ITO.
However, there is a strong restriction placed on the use of this differential reflec-
tion. These changes are only observable on ultrafast timescales of the order 100 f s.
As the pulse length increases, the strong coupling between the electron and phonon
temperatures, combined with the large specific heat capacity of phonons, prevents
the electron temperature raising beyond ≈ 500K. Potential applications of this dif-
ferential reflection can only be realised on such fast timescales, a strongly limiting
consideration.
As a further extension, modelling of ITO of similar parameters to that of [67]
around the surface plasmon polariton resonance show significant changes in differ-
ential reflection. Figure 8.1 shows these changes for the same experimental setup as
investigated in this thesis, the ITO parameters match that of [67].
The plasmon resonance exhibits very different characteristics to the ENZ mode
at the air glass critical angle. Panel c of Figure 8.1 shows that for this geometry and
resonance one predominantly observes a negative differential reflection, as opposed
to the positive changes observed in Chapter 7. This is cause by the resonance broad-
ening, as opposed to shifting with the same approximate width in frequency space.
The negative differential reflections observed here are of similar order to those mea-
sured in Chapter 7, but correspond to a lower percentage change due to the higher
reflection before photoexcitation. Whilst this resonance does not explicitly show
more nonlinearity, the value of being able observe a similar effect to that observed
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FIGURE 8.1: Modelled reflectivity changes in ITO as a function of
wavelength and angle. Panel a shows the absolute reflection without
photoexcitation, Panel b shows the absolute reflection under irradi-
ation from a source of 50GW/cm2 and Panel c shows the difference
between the two. All ITO parameters for this model are taken from
[67] and the change in the Drude parameters is modelled through the
parametrisation given in Equations 7.4 and 7.5.
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This work is taken from Constant et. al. [35], in particular Prof. Darrick Chang
who developed the model and wrote this section for the manuscript "Origins of All-
Optical Generation of Plasmons in Graphene"[17].
This model assumes a frequency independent susceptibility. However, this as-
sumption has been tested and does not significantly modify the result, since the dif-
ferential reflection signal in the model is predominantly determined by absorption
of the difference frequency field, and hence by the magnitude of the susceptibility
at the difference frequency. Throughout this derivation one follow Constant[35] and
take a plasmon linewidth of order ∼ 10 THz.
The convention to define the field polarizations and beam angles is illustrated in
Fig. 1. In general, the transmission coefficients can be found by imposing boundary
conditions at the graphene interface (continuity of the normal electric displacement
and tangential electric field). For the transmission coefficient of field i (i = 1, 2),
ti =
2 sin θi







ni cos φi (ni sin θi + sin φi)
, (A.1)
where EIi are the incident field amplitudes, ni = n(ωi) denotes the index of refrac-
tion of the substrate at the field frequency, and ρis = ρ(ωi, qi) is the graphene surface
charge density at frequency ωi and in-plane wavevector qi = (ωi/c) cos θi. The re-
flection coefficients ri can be obtained via the relation ri + (sin φi/ sin θi)ti = 1. As
in Constant[35], the substrate model given by Luxmoore[247] is taken:





ω2TO,j −ω2 − iωγTO,j
. (A.2)
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The high-frequency dielectric constant e∞ = 2.4, andωTO = 2pi× (13.44, 23.75, 33.84)
THz, γTO = 2pi × (0.80, 1.27, 1.27) THz, and f = (0.7514, 0.1503, 0.6011) are the
frequencies, damping rates, and oscillator weights of the three transverse optical
phonon modes respectively. In practice, Eq. (A.2) is only relevant at low difference
frequency of ω3 = ω1 − ω2, whereas for the high pump and probe frequencies ω1,2
the index of refraction is nearly a constant: n ≈ √e∞. ρis can be related to the cur-
rent density j in the graphene layer via the continuity equation, in the Fourier space
yielding: ρis(ωi, qi) = (qi/ωi)jx(ωi, qi). When depletion can be ignored, as is the
case in Constant[35], the current densities at these frequencies can be approximated
by their linear response results:
jx(ωi, qi) = σ(1)(ωi)Ex(ωi, qi). (A.3)
Here, Ex(ωi, qi) = tiEIi sin φi are the total parallel fields in the graphene layer.
The field generated at the difference frequency ω3 = ω1 − ω2 can be found sim-
ilarly by using the boundary conditions at the graphene interface. In particular, a
source term js is included in the current density depending on the origin of DFG,
this term describes the generated field independent from the graphene’s linear re-
sponse to the field at the frequency:
jx(ω3, q3) = σ(1)(ω3)E3x + js(ω3, q3). (A.4)
js can arise from different nonlinear processes, e.g. in Constant[35] this is taken as a
result of graphene nonlinearity, however this can originate from the Seebeck effect,




B.1 Polarisation of an infinite 2-D sheet
This derivation was original completed by Dr. Simon Horsley and Dr. Thomas Con-
stant to aid with preliminary experiments into four wave mixing.
One begins with Ampere’s law as follows




where ~B is the magnetic flux density, µ0 is the permeability of free space, h is the
thickness of graphene, ~J is the current density. Then, one can consider the current
only in xˆ and localised to the surface (z = 0).
















Then replace ∇× ~E = − d~Bdt leading to













Ex = −iωµ0δ(z)Jh. (B.5)
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This equation now has a the form of Green’s theorem
LU(z) = f (z), (B.6)
where L is an operator, U(z) is a function to be solved and f (z) is a known function.






f (x) = −iωµoδ(z)Jh.
The general solution to Green’s theorem is
U(z) =
∫
G(z− s) f (s)ds (B.7)
where G is a Greens function designed such that LG(z− s) = δ(x− s). The Greens





therefore we can solve for Ex using equation B.7.
Ex =
∫
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B.2 Field produced by non-linear polarisation
Now we need to represent the current density (~J = d~Pdt ) with the nonlinear coefficient







This allows us to represent the nonlinear polarisation as a function of the suscepti-
bility and input fields.
~P(2ω1 −ω2) = 3e0χ(3) : ~E2~E∗, (B.14)
here we have taken the convention of Boyd [198] with regards to the prefactor form
of χ(3). Additionally this equation represents the tensor nature of χ(3), however
we reduce this going forward to a magnitude representing the response in the xˆ
direction to incident fields in the x direction and consider a magnitude. Replacing
Eq. B.14 into Eq. B.13, with the fields have the form ~Eα = |Eα|e−iωαt gives
|ENL|2 = 94µ0e0h
2|χ(3)|2|ω2 − 2ω1|2|~E1|2|~E2|. (B.15)








B.3 Relationship between Electric field intensity and power





where ρ is the time averaged power, τ is the repetition rate of the laser system and
t is the pulse length. fs is a pulse shape factor, which for a gaussian pulse is ≈ 0.94.
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ρ2|ω2 − 2ω1|h . (B.19)
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